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COMEDY OF ERRORS
My first may constrict, bow, anchor, or roll.
My second is the second that makes our friend whole.
My third sounds like fun, your pal’s favorite pastime,
But my whole is the point…
Edward Nigma chewed the end of his pen, reconsidering the third line. The only
rhyme he could think of was “crime.” Not really a closer you want on a riddle sent to
Batman’s house. Even if the riddle was meant for Selina, Wayne would probably get
his hands on it. That’s the way Eddie’s luck ran since he learned the secret. If there
was an even chance something could go his way or not, it didn’t.
Constrictor, bowline, anchor hitch, rolling hitch… knots. All were nautical knots, so…
NOT.
Second that makes our friend whole…
Once upon a time, they called Two-Face “Fate’s bitch.” Then, somehow, Harvey’s
face healed, he gave up being Two-Face, and it seemed like Fate picked up Eddie to
replace him. But now Two-Face was back, and it seemed to Edward Nigma that things
really should go back to normal.
Second that would make our friend whole… Two… TO
NOT TO…
Your pal’s favorite pastime: Game. How simple it all used to be. A challenging
game of wits to stimulate his mental faculties against the only foe with enough going
on above the neck to make it interesting. A game of wits with Batman, and then a
victory celebration with a good friend like Selina. How nice it all was! Even if the
victory celebration consisted of putting ice packs on a blackening eye more often than
icing a bottle of champagne. Even if there were more “you’ll get him next time”
reassurances than he cared to remember, it seemed to Eddie like a golden age of
endless victories and celebrations with the one woman of his acquaintance who could
keep up.
KNOT TWO sounds-like-game… BLAME!
Two-Face was back, and it seemed to Eddie that everything really should go back to
normal as far as who was Fate’s Bitch and who was the one Rogue capable of taking on
Batman between the ears and walking away triumphant. But no, somehow his wellmeaning efforts to get Harvey reestablished in Rogue society had backfired into this
crazy rumor that Bruce and Selina were getting married, and somehow it had all
caught fire while Eddie was present at the Iceberg with Harvey drawing attention to
him and slapping his back like a pal.
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Somehow he was going to get the blame, he just knew it. That’s the way his
luck had been running ever since he discovered that awful secret – Hell, even
before that – ever since Selina took up with the man behind the mask, a man
who, if there were any justice in the world, would not be a man at all. If there
were any justice at all in the universe, Bruce Wayne would confine himself to
being (PURR-BABE FORFEITS A PLOT HINT) life support for the Bat-Brain.
Which really was getting quite far off his original question: How do I approach
Selina? How do I get to her before the rumor does? How do I establish that I
am not to blame as the instigator and avoid getting blamed as the messenger?
How can I possibly… YRRRRRRRLLLIIIIINGGG
And before he could even construct a riddle on the subject to calm himself
down and organize his thoughts, his phone rang. YRRRRRRRLLLIIIIINGGG…
Rang. YRRRRRRRLLLIIIIINGGG…
Eddie stared at it listlessly for another two YRRRRRRRLLLIIIIINGGGs until the
click, then he mouthed the words on his answering machine to match his own
disembodied voice “Riddle me this: What do you get when you cross a hivedwelling insect with a yellow marshmallow Easter treat?”

As the owner of a Lamborghini Reventón, Selina Kyle received her own VIP
invitation to the Gotham Auto Show. Even though the car was a gift from Bruce and
the custom color was courtesy of the ultra-light paint Batman developed for the
Batmobile, it was Selina Kyle who appeared on a magazine cover representing the
twenty individuals lucky enough to own one of the limited edition super-cars. So it
was Selina Kyle who was invited to the Auto Show and sought for photo ops at all the
VIP pavilions.
Bruce had his own invitations, naturally. Not only was he a celebrated car enthusiast
from his playboy days, he was also the head of Wayne Tech, which was a major
exhibitor at the show. But Selina was pleased to be invited in her own right for once
rather than being Bruce’s “and guest.” She invited Barbara to go with her. Officially
she said it was one of those occasions where a girlfriend would be better company.
Bruce wasn’t Bruce at these things. He wasn’t Batman, the Wayne CEO, the playboy,
or the fop. Dick wasn’t Nightwing. Tim wasn’t Robin. They were all transformed into
the male animal in the presence of horsepower, and while Selina appreciated a fine
automobile as much as anyone, she felt someone without the Y-chromosome would be
better company.
They had left the main concourse to explore “The Fiat Gallery,” an exhibit of
artworks painted on the hoods of Fiat 500s.
“I like this one,” Barbara said with an air of defiance. “Looks a little like Tiffany
lamp corn flakes, but I like it.”
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Selina tilted her head and nodded at the apt description, and they moved together to
the next piece. They scrutinized it, both assuming thoughtful ‘looking at art’
expressions, and then each snuck a peak at the other.
“That’s a really obnoxious shade of green,” Barbara said tentatively.
“I was thinking the same thing,” Selina agreed with a guilty grin.
“So it’s not just me,” Barbara declared triumphantly.
“Nope, and it’s not just because it’s green as in ‘Poison Ivy-power to the plant lifenone of your men can resist me,’ either.”
“It’s just bad?”
“It’s just bad.”
They high-fived each other discreetly and moved to the next piece in the line.
Officially, Selina asked Barbara in order to have a female friend to go with.
Unofficially, she thought it was strange how Barbara bought into Cassie’s engagement
theory so eagerly. The idea that Bruce had proposed when they were in Paris together
and for some reason they were keeping their engagement a secret, it was
understandable enough coming from a teenage girl. But romantic intrigue and secret
engagements coming from Barbara? Grounded, sensible “I am the all-seeing Oracle”
Barbara?
It made Selina realize that since Black Canary left Gotham, Barbara was without a
female confidant her own age. Huntress was a colleague, but it didn’t seem like they
had a close friendship outside of work. And Selina herself was without a friend like
that too. She’d never been one of those women who only got along with men. She’d
had girlfriends at school and in Europe, but after she returned to Gotham… well, it was
hard being too chummy with women who couldn’t know you spent your nights
breaking into condos just like theirs and relieving the occupants of their artwork and
jewelry. That left Anna and Bev, two fences who lived in San Francisco and Buenos
Aires respectively and weren’t exactly available for long lunches, window shopping, or
movie nights, and women like Roxy Rocket, Harley and Ivy with whom, at best, she
had nothing in common.
“Now that’s a much better shade,” Barbara said brightly.
“More of an Oracle aqua-turquoise,” Selina noted.
“Yes, it is. And on the bottom, it almost looks like calculator keys that have been
crushed and ground to bits on the floor.”
Selina squinted. She thought it was a stretch, but since Barbara was so pleased with
the idea, why argue?
“Are these for sale? I’d like to have it for the work room.”
“Um, I think so…” Selina said, looking around the gallery for anyone officiallooking. “You wouldn’t be able to take it home until after the exhibit’s over, but I’m
sure the artist would love to make a sale.”
“And if it’s not for sale, you’ll get it for me anyway, right?” Barbara winked.
“Right, sure,” Selina answered—unsure if Barbara was joking. As a hacker, she had
always been less stiff-necked than the rest of the Bat-family.
They reached the end of the first aisle and, rather than backtracking, squeezed single
file past a giant sculpture of a 1933 Plymouth hood ornament in order to go up a
different aisle of Fiat hoods as they returned to the entrance. Two pieces from the
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door, Harvey Dent stepped into their path from behind a stunning red and black
piece. The Two-Face scars which had been temporarily erased by Jason Blood’s magic
once again covered the left side of his face, but appearances aside, he seemed very
much his old pre-Two-Face self.
“Selina! We thought—I thought that was you. Nice to see you again.” He stood
there expectantly, with a big silly grin plastered across his face. Then he shifted his
smile and nodded at Barbara, wanting to include her but unable to remember if she
went by Mrs. Grayson or stayed with Ms. Gordon. He settled for a non-committal “I
don’t think we’ve seen you since the Gotham Post party” (despite the double-faux pas
of using ‘We’ a second time and referencing a party that ended in hatting, fear toxin,
and assorted Rogue-driven mayhem). But at least it got a “Call me Barbara” from Mrs.
Gordon-Grayson-Whatever. With that problem solved, Harvey gave Selina his full
attention, using his return from the Meadowlark Institute as an opening to “get caught
up” with his dear old friend.
Unfortunately, in a full five minutes of chit-chat, a lunch invitation, and three
variations on the “catching up” phrase, Selina didn’t volunteer a thing about her
engagement to Bruce Wayne. He wondered, as they strolled out of the gallery, if it
might be Barbara Gordon’s presence. She was married to Bruce’s son. Maybe there
was some inter-family tension? Or maybe Selina was avoiding the subject until she’d
picked her maid of honor? Something like that, probably. Women and weddings,
there was no guessing what went through their heads. But Selina had said yes to the
lunch, and that meant he would have her alone for a whole afternoon. He’d get the
truth out of her then for sure.
“Please try out this GeoSeek,” an impossibly perky girl announced as they reached
the main exhibit hall. “A complimentary application exclusive to the Gotham Auto
Show to showcase the GPS-enhanced smartchip from WayneTech.”
She fanned out the credit card-sized gimmicks like a ferociously motivated blackjack
dealer as she spoke. Selina and Barbara held up the cards they had already received,
while Harvey succumbed to instinct and reached out his hand to take the freebie. The
girl latched onto his wrist (without any of the aversion he usually encountered since
his scars returned), and launched into her spiel about all the cars currently on display
with WayneTech smart chips for GPS and related functions. She showed him the way
the GeoSeek would indicate whenever he approached a booth featuring one of the
WayneTech-enhanced vehicles, and the many other perks it offered to visitors at the
Auto Show. Why, if he would just take a moment to visit the WayneTech exhibit in the
Central Concourse, his WayneTech GeoSeek would be registered and would log his
preferences, suggesting booths and events he might enjoy based on those already
viewed, synchronizing with apps on his cell phone, and even suggesting shops and
restaurants nearby that matched his preference profile!
Selina would have been able to suppress her giggles, she was sure, if Barbara hadn’t
begun holding out her own GeoSeek and pointing out the many wonderful suggestions
the card was already making. Harvey shot her a look, which made both women giggle
louder. Feeling they were being a bit rude to a girl who, freakishly perky or not, was
just doing her job, he decided to ignore them and give her his full attention. Within
seconds she was leading him off towards the Central Concourse, while Selina and
Barbara exchanged knowing looks.
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“Look at that. Most feared district attorney in Gotham’s history, had all the mobsters
shaking in their boots,” Barbara began, watching the man in question being led by the
wrist like an obedient puppy.
“Then one of the most dangerous criminals in the city,” Selina added.
“Putty in the hands of… how would you describe that girl?”
“A walking ad for Tween Gleam lip gloss?” Selina offered, and Barbara chuckled.
“It’s bizarre,” Barbara said, shaking her head.
“Bad ass doesn’t mean they can’t have a romantic streak that responds to big eyes,
long lashes, and a coy tilt of the head,” Selina noted. “You should know that better
than anybody.”
“Better than anybody except you,” Barbara said impishly.
“Shut up,” Selina said playfully between her teeth.
“I’m just sayin’.”
“I mean it, shut up.”
“Bum-bum-ba-dum,” Barbara hummed.
“Ignoring you now.”

One of the prerogatives of being a nightclub owner in Gotham was that your days
were yours to spend as you pleased. While that might be just as true for the owner of
the Ice Cube Lounge in Mud Puddle, Tennessee, Oswald suspected there wasn’t as
much for such a bird to do with his time. Whereas he, Oswald Cobblepot, had the
most exciting city in the world to explore—kwak! A city which set aside a large portion
of its most desirable neighborhoods to create a sprawling park, and within that park
built a zoo, and within that zoo… a penguin house. Just a few steps away from the
famous polar bears that every visitor had to see, the penguins got comparatively little
traffic. Often Oswald had those noble birds’ company to himself… and this was one of
those mornings when he truly felt the need for their companionship.
There was something about that Selina business that bothered him. There was the
Wayne angle, of course. Rich and aristocratic—kwak—so far, so good. But then there
was the strapping good looks: the height, the square jaw, torso not at all shaped like an
egg, and a nose of the most modest and unassuming proportions. It didn’t seem right.
It just didn’t seem right for this rich, aristocratic non-criminal to waltz off with a
gorgeous Rogue like Catwoman.
Bruce Wayne—kwak! It was almost enough to make him sympathize with Hugo’s
crazed rantings. They all knew Hugo had a little *koff* problem about Batman. But if
you threw out the whole Batman obsession, Oswald could easily see how hating Bruce
Wayne could become an obsession of its own. The man had EVERYTHING—kwak!
Absolutely everything. It just didn’t seem fair. And now a bird like Selina. Definitely
not fair.
Still, Oswald Cobblepot was not some Arkham loon and he would never let such
petty considerations cloud his thinking. Whatever it was that bothered him about all
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this, it was certainly grounded in more important matters than Catwoman throwing
herself away on a layabout fop who… who couldn’t lace his own shoes without his
butler, let alone plan and execute a multi-million dollar art heist or… or a black
market… weapons deal with… …that made the Penguin a criminal… legend…
Oswald’s chain of thoughts ground to a halt as he became aware of a chinstrap
penguin that had been staring at him with a rather disturbing intensity. He studied it
for a minute, which did nothing to satisfy its fascination. It stared on, more focused
than ever. It was really quite disturbing. Finally Oswald squawked at it, which it
ignored but which a King penguin and two of the new Gentoos decided to answer.
The whole pen became rather loud with a chorus of answers, and Oswald decided a
stroll out to the polar bear was in order.
As he went, he decided it was the question of Selina’s criminal status that bothered
him. Like him, Catwoman had reformed in name only. She had segued from those
daring Batman-scale operations to invisible, elegant pilfering from Wayne’s ultra-rich
friends. Oswald knew this, knew with a certainty few others could share, for she had
given him a rare opportunity to fence those objects. And he—fool that he was—had bid
too low. Kwak! Kwakwakwakwakwak. Still, disappointing as it was to lose out to one of
those accursed European contacts of hers, it confirmed that Catwoman had “gone
legit” in precisely the same way he had. It seemed to form a bond between them. They
were the only two Rogues who were actually sane, it only made sense that they came
up with similar schemes to maximize their own profits and safety while the flamboyant
lunatics drew the brunt of Bat attention.
But now Selina Kyle was actually going to marry Bruce Wayne, and if she went legit
for real, it might draw unwanted attention to his own sham reform. Yes, that certainly
must be what was bothering him about the whole business…
There was a flaw in Oswald’s logic, which he might have noticed if he hadn’t noticed
something else: the arctic corner of the zoo was strangely empty. There was usually a
throng of tourists, school tours, and even casual day-visitors huddled around the polar
bears, but since leaving the penguin house, Oswald hadn’t seen a soul. As he neared
the polar bears’ pen, he saw why: Victor Frieze was there, leaning against the rail and
watching the bears intently. That explained it. With that cold suit, Victor was one of
the most conspicuous Rogues. Oswald might not be Bruce Wayne for good looks, but
he could stroll through the park and enter the zoo without exciting comment. Victor
Frieze showing up had a way of emptying the place out.

It was nice having Harley in the greenhouse again, even if Pamela Isley did suspect it
was only because Joker was still in Arkham and Harley was bored. Joker. As if by
mutual agreement, they had not mentioned the last time the three of them had been in
the same room: when Ivy went to the Iceberg to murder the wretched clown. He found
her rage funny. He said being that funny without even trying was hot. He kissed her—
Joker, that cackling psychopath—had pressed his monstrous lips against hers—ulllgh!
She didn’t want to think about it. And obviously Harley didn’t either. So, fine. It
never happened. Everything was back to normal and Harley could invite herself over
whenever she got bored.
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Ivy herself was never bored, her leafy babies offered endless feasts of sights and
smells, beautiful blossoms and eruptions of scent. But as much as they thrilled the
senses, they weren’t much use when someone like that Dean Sasha came along.
Imagine, that weaselly little beast of an interior decorator thinking a greenhouse was a
place he could walk into expecting to BUY flowers. Like she was a slave trader! Like
she was some florist who would send her beautiful leafy babies to their DEATHS at the
hand of some filthy mouth-breathing MAN who thought nothing of slicing the very
stems that connected them to the soil, sentencing them to a slow, lingering death in
order to dress up some horrid woman’s living room! It was sacrilege. Death would be
too good for such a beast. He must be made to live in the service of plants, made to
appreciate them and spend his days watering and pruning to make up for his crimes.
Unfortunately, while the flowers were happy to listen to her plan their would-be
murderer’s comeuppance, they couldn’t do much to help. Harley was the opposite:
she didn’t listen as well but she could help. She did listen a little, but not as well as the
flowers. She did it while running on the treadmill, and Ivy never felt she had her
friend’s full attention. But she did have some of it, and beggars couldn’t be choosers.
There was no doubt that Harley would be useful when it came to following Dean Sasha
around the city, learning his schedule and ultimately conning their way into his home.
When not in costume, Harley could blend in much better and—
“Red! The palm tree is picking on me again!”
Ivy put a pin in her Dean Sasha plan and looked up to see what was wrong. The
potted palm was sort of drooping over Harley and had shed one small leaf that fell onto
the treadmill.
“She might be a little jealous,” Ivy said finally. “Fron-Fron is like a lot of new
arrivals, used to all the extra attention right after I transplant her into her new pot.” She
said the last words with a playful sing-song and waved at the palm and its new
ceramic planter, thrown and painted at her favorite pottery shop: Aurora’s Pots. “Now
you’re here and she sees us talking. You’re getting all the attention. Just try to look at
her now and then when you speak. Smile at her. She’ll figure it out.”
Harley said “Okay, Red,” but as soon as Ivy looked away, she glared at the palm and
finally stuck out her tongue.
“So once we’ve found where this Dean Sasha excrescence lives, we’ll pay him a visit,
and I’ll see to his developing a proper appreciation for Nature’s beautiful flora. Now,
should we take him out and make him pay for the plants he’s going to care for, or get
him started with some of these? It’s getting a little crowded over by the peonies. And
if we freed up some room, you could bring the hyenas over next time.”
“Oh, I dunno, Red. I’d be afraid Damien would chew up one of your babies.”
“I see,” Ivy said.
“And you know what a slobber puss Slobberpuss can be.”
“Fine. Mr. Sasha will be buying his own flowers,” Ivy said darkly. Lots and lots of
flowers. She would bankrupt him on the most expensive jasmine and orchids and
lemon bushes she could find.
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Oswald shut his office door and locked it. Then, finding the space too confining, he
opened it again, left the Iceberg Lounge entirely and went to his living quarters above.
He needed space. He needed to think, and he needed to pace. He had far too much
furniture, but at least he could waddle for a good stretch, pacing from room to room
while he collected his thoughts.
Victor Frieze was certainly one of the most depressing men on the planet, they all
knew that. Oswald couldn’t even say what the point of those first two stories were.
Something about rain and baseball, Lex Luthor, and some chap in Philadelphia living
in a fool’s paradise, in for some painful realizations about the hard, cold nature of the
world… Oswald wasn’t really listening, until Victor touched on the very news Oswald
had been pondering: Selina Kyle’s engagement to Bruce Wayne. “Doomed of course.
As it always is. ‘Marital bliss,’ it’s always doomed to end in tragedy.”
Oswald tried to veer off the subject, only to be treated to speculation of how the
happy couple would meet their inevitable and predestined doom. Would it be one of
‘the bitter ones’ like Crane or Tetch who had to wreck anyone else’s happiness just to
prove that nobody should be content? Or perhaps a friend doing Selina a preemptive
favor. Since today’s happiness would only make tomorrow’s sadness all the more
painful, wouldn’t it be a kindness to nip the whole thing in the bud before they even
said “I do?” Or maybe, the greatest tragedy of all, they would escape these obvious
snares only to be cut down by some random calamity, like his poor Nora. Or else their
love would wither and die… and if it didn’t, they would. Death and decay waited to
claim them all…
The most depressing men on the planet. Oswald himself was a bit of a romantic. He
certainly hadn’t given up hope. A smart, sexy super-criminal who called herself Heron
might be too much to hope for—kwak—but one never knew. A bird-lover, at least, who
could appreciate the beauty of an ice sculpture didn’t seem beyond the realm of
possibility. So ‘the death and decay that waited to claim them all’ truly offended
Oswald’s romantic sensibilities. What a thing to say on a beautiful morning in front of
a polar bear happily frolicking around his fake glacier in the middle of an icy pond.
Really!
Oswald made his excuses and took a cab home, only to find Jonathan Crane in
civilian attire waiting at his front door. Crane said he’d lost a ‘skull sponge’ (whatever
that might be) and feared he might have dropped it when he was in a few nights ago,
since he hadn’t seen it since then. Oswald let him in—whatever a skull sponge might
be, Oswald was quite sure he didn’t want it rolling around on the floor of his bar. And
perhaps because his utterly depressing meeting with Victor Frieze was weighing on
him, he brought up the Selina matter with Crane.
“Bad that,” was what Jonathan Crane had to say on the subject. “Rogues getting
married and turning into housewives, what's TERRIFYING about that? We’re never
going to be respected this way, never going to be FEARED.”
If Catty was domesticated, who would fear Rogues? That was the Scarecrow’s take.
Victor Frieze thought some of the crazies might want to wreck the marriage because
nobody should be happy while another type might think they were doing Selina a
favor…
He and Catty were the only theme Rogues who were truly sane. The rest of them…
there was no telling what they might do, how volatile the Collective Crazy might
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become under the influence of this unprecedented stimulus: one of their own getting
married—to a prince of the city, no less.
Yes… the prince of the city. If one of these lunatics decided to stop the wedding, it
would be all too easy for them to decide killing Bruce Wayne was the best way to go
about it. That’s how they thought—kwak—never considering that if you kill a prince of
the city, even in a city without Batman, they won't rest until your head is on a pike. A
well known and influential person like Bruce Wayne, the city simply would not rest
until all of their heads were hoisted up on pikes.
Figuratively, so far as Batman and GCPD was concerned, but maybe literally when it
came to Selina. She forgave most offenses after six months or so, but any sane person
would realize killing the man she intended to marry was not ‘most offenses.’
Unfortunately, there were no sane people in this scenario except for Oswald himself.
He saw, suddenly, what it meant. There were no sane people involved except for
him—so it all fell to him. It fell to him, Oswald Cobblepot, to save the Rogue world
from itself. It would not be easy, but it had to be done. He would have to take charge
of any efforts to stop the wedding and direct them in such a way to avert the Rogue
Apocalypse.

..::Riddle me this: What do you get when you cross a hive-dwelling insect with a yellow
marshmallow Easter treat?::..
Eddie waited… heard the BEEP… then Harvey Dent’s gruff Two-Face voice
announce ..:: Nigma, pick up::.. before clearing his throat and continuing in a move
civilized tone. ..:: Listen, much as we appreciate you turning over your old lair and hooking
us up with the Z to get it refurbished, we think it would be better, for the time being, if the
world goes on thinking we’ve reformed. That Meadowlark Institute is under the impression
they released a scarred but solid citizen, so why waste it? We think we’ll have a better chance
cozying up to Bruce and Selina if they’re convinced we’re still a good guy. We’re taking her to
lunch tomorrow, see if we can get to the bottom of this engagement business. Will let you know
if we find anything.::..
Eddie closed his eyes and shook his head. If only things had turned out better in
Metropolis, he would be on the 12 o’clock plane.
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A TALE OF TWO HEADSETS
Bill Gates… Stephen Jobs… Bruce Wayne. To the world, one of these things was not
like the others. To the world, Bruce Wayne was the figurehead of WayneTech, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Wayne Enterprises. Nobody thought he actually knew
what went on underneath the sleek black and silver casing of any given WayneTech
product. The select few who knew he was Batman would not have been surprised
when advancements in “Dark Knight Tech” paralleled those coming out of
WayneTech, but there was little overlap between the two worlds. When holographic
imaging was introduced to the Batcave, only Alfred and Dick had access and neither of
them had any knowledge of the medical imaging systems WayneTech was
developing. When the Batwing doubled its engine thrust, only Clark was in a position
to notice and he never made the connection to certain products released by Wayne
Aerospace the following year. So Selina’s position after accompanying Bruce to all
those Town Halls was unique: She knew he was Batman. She knew the spiel on
upcoming releases from WayneTech as well as he did. And she knew she was looking
at the guts for the WayneTech GeoSeek laid out on Batman’s work table in the center of
the Batcave. Why those GeoSeek innards were hooked up to a headband with a pair of
fuzzy purple cat ears attached, that she couldn’t guess.
“You’re early,” Bruce said, without looking up from his contraption. “I didn’t think
you’d be up for another hour or two.”
“Well, I got your note,” Selina said, referring to the bat-shaped homing device he’d
left beside her toothbrush. “So I came. I can go away and come back if you’re not
ready for… No, I can’t. I have to know now, what the HELL are you doing with
those?”
“It’s only a prototype. I had to approximate the shape and they’re a bit larger than
the ones on your cowl, but that’s better to work out the movement over the mesh.”
“Um, Bruce?”
“Sorry, I’ll start at the beginning in a second,” he said, adjusting one of the
connections with a device that could only be described as bat-tweezers. Then he
turned to her with a proud, broad, seldom-seen-in-the-Batcave smile.

“Electroencephalography,” Jervis announced happily. “Changing the subject’s focus
by changing brainwave frequency.”
“I see,” Oswald said with an air of the world-weary. This was the sixth lair he’d
visited, and each host had to show him something they were working on. The
presentations had ranged from fifteen minutes at Hagen’s to over an hour at Crane’s.
Jervis he’d found hunched over his worktable, with a pair of stereo headphones
strapped on what looked like a silver mannequin head with tiny television screens
built into its forehead, ears, and the back of its skull. As he chattered, Jervis swapped
these little metal postage stamps in and out of the headphones—at least they looked
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like small metal postage stamps to Oswald—then he’d push some buttons, lift one of
the earphones and look at something on the dummy’s head, let the headset snap back
into place and make a note.
“A mix of low-theta and mid-alpha waves should do the trick, a pinch of 5 Hz with a
dash of 10 Hz. For as the Duchess always said, ‘Take care of the sounds, and the sense
will take care of itself.’ Of course she said it the other way around, but that’s the way it
often is with duchesses. And once you listen to the sounds, it will all make sense to
you anyway, thanks to the theta and alpha waves. So my way is better.”
“Perhaps I’ll come back later,” Oswald said quietly.

“The essence of the smart chip is accessing data from an outside source and running
certain processes within the unit in response. With the GeoSeek, it detects information
from your cell phone and the GPS satellites, and makes recommendations based on
what you’re interested in and where you are. Whereas this—”
“Reads my mind and moves the ears?”
“It doesn’t read your mind, it just detects the upsurge in brain activity that indicates
concentration and initiates programming to manipulate the mesh.”
“To perk up the ears.”
“Yes.”
“That’s completely strange—I love it, but, damn—that’s strange.”
“If you don’t like the idea, say so. I’ll stop right now.”
“I love it,” Selina said, leaning over the table and kissing his cheek. Then she looked
expectantly for a quarter beat and said “And once I’m done being the guinea pig,
what’s the real one going to do on yours?”
“What makes you think I have any plans for my own use?”
“Infrared lenses engage,” Selina said in her imitation of the bat-gravel.
Bruce grunted.

“I don’t quite glean its purpose,” Oswald said skeptically.
He meant the headset, but there was a plenty to not glean in the Mad Hatter’s
Wonderland lair. The chair Oswald sat in was plush, oversized, comfortable—and
shaped like a rook. The glass coffee table was tilted, supported by a bishop on one end
and a smaller pawn on the other. As if to warn you to be careful setting down your
teacup, there was a small sign on a toothpick standing in the middle of the carpet
under the low end, reading “Splat.”
“It isn’t that easy to get someone you don’t know to put on a hat,” Jervis explained
patiently. “But anyone is happy to put on headphones if you’re going to play them
some music or show them a video on one of those portable players. So you see, sound
is really better. Make a lot of low-theta and mid-alpha waves in their brain, put them
in a proper mood. Then they’ll put on that hat, don’t you know. For as Alice always
said, ‘four times five is twelve and four times six is thirteen’ and we shall never get to
twenty at that rate. So it really is best to put on the headphones and flip a switch.”
It wasn’t even the chess piece furniture that bothered Oswald, it was how… nice
everything was. Meticulously clean, small and dainty ornaments arranged neatly in
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rows on the mantelpiece or in little groupings on the end tables, the whole place
smelling faintly of blueberry jam… When all was said and done, it was a lot creepier
than Jonathan Crane’s. The Scarecrow had skulls covered in corn husks hanging off
little hooks. This place smelled like blueberry jam. It conjured images of some sweet
old lady’s cabin you come upon in a childhood fairytale when you’re lost in the
woods. She invites you in, since it’ll be getting dark soon, and has some homemade
cookies just coming out of the oven. Before you know where you are, she’s after you
with a hatchet wanting to bake you into a pie.
“But that’s enough about theta waves, it’s almost tea time!” Jervis cried happily. “I
must put the gooseberry tarts in the oven so they’ll be ready to have with our tea.”
“Perhaps I really should come back later,” Oswald said quietly.

It was an odd scene in the Batcave as Selina put her hair into a ponytail and pulled it
over one shoulder, then carefully strapped on the prototype headband while Bruce
held the wires and smart-chip behind her. The whole time, Selina probed. It was
obvious to her that while the headset itself was a prototype, the finished moving-ears
cat-cowl would be a prototype too—for some magnificent new piece of Batman ubertech he had in mind for himself. “Accessing data from outside source and running
processes within the unit in response.” It wasn’t going to be sensing brainwaves and
moving ears for him, it was going to be interfacing with satellite feeds or picking up
minute signal traces for a tactical advantage. She was burning to know, but every time
she asked about the ultimate goal, he said the finished unit wouldn’t be a headband
and the sensors would be built into her cowl. Or else he’d say the final version of the
ears would be covered in the same leather as the rest of her costume and the fuzzy
muppet-felt was only temporary.
It. Was. Infuriating. The woman who loved him as Bruce and the Cat who fought
him as Batman wanted to know what that remarkable Bat-Brain was up to, and it
seemed like he was deliberately missing the point. All he did was tell her to “clear her
mind” (read: watch the bat Walapang sit on its perch above Workstation One while he
set a baseline for the ears’ default position).
“O…kay,” Bruce said finally, drawing the syllables out as he made little adjustments
on a hand-held unit. “Ask me now.”
She glared.
“About the modifications I’ll be making to my own costume using this same
technology,” he prompted.
She glared.
“You’re going to tell me this time?”
“Of course…” As he mapped it out, her focused attention registered on the sensors,
and after a few tweaks to the mesh manipulation routines, the ears realigned to
produce the shape of rapt feline interest. After programming a few variations on the
‘ears alert’ settings, he told her to relax so he could set them to their flop-down
position. After a terse smile and declaration that he was a manipulative Bat-prick and
she’d pay him back later, Selina closed her eyes and began one of her ki-breathing
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exercises. Bruce went back to work making adjustments on the hand-held unit. He
almost had it when both ears shot up.
“Selina!”
“Later. I’m late. I forgot the time. I’ve got a lunch with Harvey.”
“I’ve almost got the left one done,” Bruce said—but it was too late. She was already
pulling off the headband.
“You think I’m going to relax at this point? I’m looking at lunchtime traffic,
midtown.”
“Okay, okay, go. We’ll finish later. Give Harvey my best.”
“Will do—You’re a genius—Love the ears—Ciaomeow.”

“What is the one redeeming virtue in being Fate’s Bitch?” Edward Nigma asked
himself silently. “If you’re in Gotham, then Batman is involved. And if you know he’s
Bruce Wayne, that means you will be learning your way around the back roads of
Bristol.”
Eddie would never forget sneaking around the Wayne property that day the butler
shut the door in his face, finding his way to a window and trying to warn Selina via
charades—only to have his mission cut short by Superman appearing out of nowhere
and flying him off the property! Then there was that recent debacle, where he’d
somehow messed up the directions Selina gave him to the Bristol Country Club and
damn near wound up driving into the lake. He had to present himself at the front door
of the manor and beg that same snooty butler for directions. Just another day in the life
of Fate’s Bitch in Gotham, but at the end of it all, he at least knew the one spot where
Selina would have to pass on her way into the city. He didn’t know the answer to
“Where is Harvey living since he passed on the East End lair?” and he didn’t know
“Where are Harvey and Selina meeting for lunch?” But he knew “Where is Selina
starting out?” Wayne Manor. And he knew “Where is she going?” Into the city. That
meant she had to come down this road on her way to the bridge, and he could just wait
here, safely off Wayne’s radar but where Selina couldn’t miss him. It’s not like there
were that many green and white Dodges with the license plate GAME N ID in the
wor—
A motion blur of Catwoman-purple Lamborghini went streaking past him at
approximately 220 mph.
“Catfish Bet,” Nigma said quietly.

It was one of the enduring mysteries of the Rogue world. Jervis Tetch could babble
for hours about mock turtles and march hares, nonsencalicious nonsense and
contrarywise comeupetry—paying no mind to the Jabberwock, which most do, because
notwithstanding for nothing, Jabberwocks are like that—in January, June and July.
But the minute you confused him, his eyes got that dark and beady look. “I’m afraid I
don’t follow,” he’d say, like it really was trying his patience.
Oswald took a deep breath and tried again.
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“I was saying if we want to stop this wedding, we must be careful how we go about
it. We must be subtle. If Bruce Wayne develops a rabid fear of wedding gowns, Selina
will know who to blame.”
Jervis began to snicker.
“Remember the time she set him on fire?”
Oswald did, but he was determined to keep the conversation on track.
“And if he puts on a hat and moves to Istanbul, she will also know who to blame
too—kwak!”
“She would, but then again she wouldn’t. For I would never do such a thing, for I’m
a bleeder, don’t you know. The vorpal claws go snicker-snack, the blood starts to flow
and won’t stop. She has to take me to the emergency room herself, so it really is a
lucky thing she has such a fast car. Which I do believe he gave her, so it would be most
ungrateful if I went and plopped a hat on his head.”
“And that’s exactly why we must be subtle,” Oswald said, pouncing on the
opportunity. “Crane can be useful in ways unrelated to fear—kwak! He is an expert in
human behavior.”
“No he’s not.”
“He has studied it.”
“Only the part where someone says ‘Boo!’ and someone else jumps.”
“I believe it is a good deal more complicated than that.”
“Sometimes I've believed as many as six impossible things before breakfast,” Jervis
said helpfully.
“Yes, quite. The point is, finding a way to put a stop to all this without it coming
back to hurt us. Jonathan has made a rather clever suggestion. That we get Pamela to
do it, but in a very subtle way. Not making Wayne wash the feet of the goddess with
his tears, just delicately jumpstarting the old—kwak—playboy. Kick starting the
perfectly natural desire not to confine himself to one woman for the rest of his—kwak—
life.”
Jervis pursed his lips, and that dark beady look returned.
“I’m afraid I don’t follow.”

There was no hope for it. Eddie didn’t want to resort to the telephone. Wayne
probably had her bugged fourteen different ways: ten that she knew about and four
that she didn’t. But he didn’t see that he had any choice at this point. Now that he’d
missed his chance for a face-to-face (and wasn’t it just typical that Wayne bought her a
car that was a defacto purple Batmobile and that she’d taken to driving it like one),
calling was the only way Eddie could think of to get to her before Harvey did.
He still didn’t want to risk open, unambiguous voice communication, but he could
send her a few clever texts. The words ‘marriage’ and ‘engagement’ both had ‘game’ in
common and… No. No, what was he thinking? If he was too clever, she might not
solve it in time. Much as it grated, he would have to spell out those key words plainly.
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Catwoman’s criminal activities were always about profit and excitement. She had a
temper, but it was fueled by passion, not anger, hate or disgust for her fellow human
beings. One of the few things that could provoke a truly villainous response was
midtown traffic. Midtown traffic followed by a futile search for a midtown parking
space, and finally falling back on the underground parking at the Wayne Tower almost
twenty blocks from the corner where she’d agreed to meet Harvey. She was in full
villain mode by the time she passed the 41th Street Subway Station and had to swim
against the human tidal wave coming out of it. She had visions of pulling out her whip
to clear a path as she pulled out her cell to call Harvey and say she’d be late—so of
course she clicked right past all the incoming texts. Harvey was more than
understanding on the phone, and he seemed almost amused at how pissed she looked
when she finally showed up in person:
“Ten million people in this city and only fourteen parking spaces, whose idea was
that? It’s no wonder they all take the subway, but did they all have to take it right
now?! Of course they did, you know why? Because there’s only six million counter
spaces, and it’s lunchtime, that’s why. Sorry I’m late, Harvey.” She paused and broke
into a naughty grin, indicating the storm had passed as quickly as always. “That’s half
a nice tie.”
“Thank you,” he said, straightening the knot. “We thought dividing the whole suit
was a bit much, but since the scars are back, I felt like… acknowledging them in some
small way was for the best. Not pretending Two-Face never existed, like before.”
Selina smiled and took his explanation at face value. Harvey pointed down the
street and said if she didn’t mind walking a bit farther, he had a special place in mind
for lunch. As they walked, Harvey couldn’t help but notice an odd beeping coming
from her purse.
“Something in there wants your attention,” he noted.
Selina rummaged, remarking that it wasn’t one of her rings. She pulled out the
WayneTech GeoSeek from the Auto Show and rolled her eyes. Of course, it wasn’t her
phone, it was this thing. “Suggesting businesses in the area tagged to her preference
profile” or whatever that song and dance was… She silenced it, but Harvey—
accustomed to reading upside down and fast from his courtroom days, when an
adversary often flashed a datebook or legal pad where he could see it—was sure he
glimpsed the words “St. Paul’s” “Bridal” and “Bakery.”
Hm.
He suppressed a smile as his lunch with Selina acquired a second objective: First, he
would get her to tell him about the engagement, but second, he would find a way to
switch their GeoSeeks so he could study that list at his leisure.

“Oh, now I understand!” Jervis said happily. “For the one thing that was certain: the
white kitten had had nothing to do with it. It was the black kitten's fault entirely. For
the white kitten had been having its face washed by the old cat for the last quarter of an
hour (and bearing it pretty well, considering) so you see that it couldn't have had any
hand in the mischief.”
“No,” Oswald said. The white kitten/black kitten stuff sounded promising when
Jervis began, but Oswald couldn’t see how it had anything to do with Poison Ivy being
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the one Rogue who could act on Bruce Wayne in a non-lethal way, stopping the
wedding in such a way that couldn’t be brought home to any of them.
“But Pammy liked the idea of Selina getting married,” Jervis whined, returning to his
worktable and using a static cloth to wipe a bit of flour from his wrist. “That’s the only
real flaw in your plan that I can see. I was right there at the Iceberg when she heard the
news, don’t you know. She definitely liked the idea of Catty getting hitched.”
“And that is why I mentioned Jonathan’s expertise in behavioral psychology.”
“’I don't know the meaning of half those long words,’ said the eaglet, ‘and I don't
believe you do either.’”
“I mean that Pamela’s mind can be changed—kwak! Quite easily—kwak, kwak. The
key to persuading her the marriage is a bad idea is to first persuade Ms. Quinn it’s a
good one. If Harley were to see this wedding as a template to becoming Mrs. Joker, Ivy
would certainly oppose it.”
“Yeah, she sure would,” Jervis said in a low, awed voice, the sheer tonnage of the
notion knocking the nonsense from his mind.
“And, Jonathan assures me, manipulating Ms. Quinn will be simplicity itself. He
should be running into her right about now, if she keeps to her usual schedule. Playing
on her fears: she’s not getting any younger under all that greasepaint, etc. etc. kwak-wak
Victor will approach her next: the simple joys of companionship. ‘What a man really
wants, even if he doesn't know it. Sometimes all he needs is to see another man get it.’
Then tonight, you move in for the kill: remind her of how attached Joker is to ‘Brucie.’
Where Bruce Wayne leads, his good buddy Joker will surely want to follow.”
Jervis adjusted a wire on his “Brainwave Tuner” headset and let a pulsing fluttery
tone play for a few seconds, then he nodded thoughtfully.
“I guess that could be managed,” he said finally.
The pulsing fluttery tone continued, and Jervis scrunched up his nose.
“I call this one the Schumann resonance. It sort of… makes your teeth hurt.”

The restaurant should not have been a surprise. Harvey wanted to go back to
Jinatra’s, the Vietnamese place near his old hideout where the family were accustomed
to facial scarring and never seemed to notice he was Two-Face. There was a little
homecoming when he walked in. Jinatra came out of the kitchen and they spent a few
minutes catching up: Jinatra said now that her son Tuan was old enough to serve
alcohol, he did all the serving himself and her daughter had taken a job uptown.
Harvey said he had “spent some time out West,” didn’t think much of it except for the
high rent coffee, and was back in Gotham to stay. Jinatra went off to the kitchen,
telling Tuan not to bother with menus. She would be sending out some special dishes
for “Mr. Two-Dents” and his friend.
Since Selina was standing there during this little reunion, Harvey seemed to feel he
was covered getting caught up with her too. Through the sake and steamed shrimp, he
waved off any questions or passing reference to himself, as if nothing about him could
possibly be of interest, and he wouldn’t dream of boring Selina with anything more
than what he’d already told Jinatra. Then, with the arrival of the bao tu jambon, the tone
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changed. He asked about Bruce… lightly, casually, but Selina couldn’t help noticing
that she was being ever so subtly grilled by an amazingly crafty prosecutor.
She was polite, friendly, very much her usual self—but as she chattered happily
about Bruce taking her with him to the town halls, two thoughts began to rage under
the gracious façade. The Cat was furious that this, this district attorney—an insufferable
cape in a tie—thought he could sit there and interrogate her without her noticing! The
rest of her began to wonder. Bruce and Harvey were friends before he became TwoFace. They’d gotten reacquainted after his face was healed. In between, Two-Face
fought Batman. Now he was back from months at the Meadowlark Institute getting his
head clear. Was it possible he knew something? Noticed something? Suspected
without really knowing why?
The more she subconsciously considered the question, the harder it became to lay
those fears to rest. Harvey was smart, he was observant—and he was quite clumsily
flicking cream from the banh bo cake onto her blouse. Selina laughed it off and went to
the powder room to clean up, leaving her purse behind in the booth… Harvey held
two fingers up to his lips in a shushing motion and winked impishly at Tuan as he
leaned across the table and swapped his GeoSeek for hers.

One job. Victor Frieze had one job: talk to Harley. He had one talking point: the simple
joys of companionship. Anybody could handle that. Anybody should be able to handle
that.
Kwak!
If there was any clearer evidence why they needed to keep Catwoman in their
numbers, this was it. A few more sane, old-fashioned, professional criminals like
Catwoman to keep the Rogue community grounded.
Kwak!
Just consider: if he wanted Catwoman to purloin the Jeweled Finch of Antioch, he
would ask her, they would agree on a price, and the Finch would be his. If he wanted
Jonathan Crane to come up with a roadmap to stop a wedding, he had to spend an
hour looking at skull sponges and scorpion tanks, gas-emitter pumpkin heads, and
some hooded apparition with only the glowing red eyes visible from within a
darkened hood and a grisly lifelike heart protruding from its robes. Shudder. But at
least the end of it all, he had the plan he was after: lining the Rogues up like dominos—
Crane, Victor and Jervis knocking Harley into Pamela, then he himself stepping in to
curb her excesses and bring about a stop to the wedding with a delicate touch that
would never be brought home to any of them—kwak!
Yet here they were, stymied when the second domino failed to fall. Jonathan had
played his part admirably, but Victor, Victor let himself go on the whole ‘joys of
companionship’ thing. Memories of his beloved Nora. He wound up crying on
Harley’s shoulder, figuratively and then literally, which caused a condensation problem
within his cold suit and she wound up having to help him get home. More reminiscing
about Nora on the way and even more once they got there and he defogged his helmet
or whatever. By the end of the afternoon, if Harley was thinking of marriage at all, it
was in Victor’s original marriage=misery equation. Kwak!
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But the domino plan was still good—kwakwak—that’s what was driving Oswald
crazy. It would work. Plus, he’d invested an hour looking at skull sponges and gasemitter pumpkins to obtain it. He wasn’t ready to abandon it after one little hiccup.
Unfortunately, there was only one married man left to undo the Victor damage, and
Harvey was firmly in favor of the wedding. Not an insurmountable obstacle. It only
meant that Harvey couldn’t be told why he was being asked to talk to Harley. That
was a pity. It was the second domino which hadn’t fallen and which Harvey was being
asked to set in motion. It would be simpler if he could be told in those terms, but—
kwak—alas. Luckily, Oswald had a plan.
“Two cases of twenty-two year old double malt scotch?” Harvey gaped.
“Indeed. An accounting error. Sly had ordered it in your original Two-Face period
as part our standing inventory. When your face was healed and you were no longer
coming to the Iceberg to drink it, it was inadvertently placed on your tab.”
“You charged us for booze we were never going to drink?”
“Inadvertently—kwak—but as I say, since you have already paid for it, the whiskey is
yours. I can have it delivered here, or keep it at the Iceberg for your private use.”
It got the door open. An expensive means to gain entrance to Dent’s new hideout,
but it set the right tone for friendly conversation. From there, the wedding was an easy
subject to introduce, particularly when—
“Just had lunch with Selina. She says ‘meow.’”
Harvey introduced the subject himself. That was a bit of luck.
“Very good of her. So congenial—kwak. A sign of breeding… Any news?”
“No,” Harvey grimaced. “She’s ’s being awfully secretive about it, so we did a little
snooping. Take a look at this list of businesses we lifted from her purse: wedding
photographers, hotel in Soho with a big ballroom, two churches, something called
Pnina Tornai—that turns out to be the dress, we Googled it—engraver, calligrapher, a
couple bakeries, bands, dj, a jeweler, and a hair salon that specializes in wedding dos.
And she doesn’t tell us a thing!”
“No!”
“Yes! Only thing she has to say about Bruce is all WayneTech and town halls and all
the traveling they’ve been doing.”
For a moment, Oswald considered that Harvey’s views might be changing on the
wedding. If he viewed Selina’s discretion—perfectly understandable, dignified and
well-bred discretion as far as Oswald was concerned—as some sort of betrayal.
Oswald was just weighing the risks of taking Harvey into his confidence when he
realized if he had that list Harvey was holding, he wouldn’t need to be playing these
asinine mind games at all. Crane’s psychological roadmap—kwak—there were far too
many variables, as they’d already seen. Trying to line human beings up like
dominos—kwak-wak—how typically roguishly overcomplicated. Here was the thinking
man’s solution. The sane, rational, thinking Rogue’s solution: follow the money. All
Oswald would need to do was get his hands on that list and they could put a stop the
wedding the old fashioned way—kwak! Sabotage!—kwakwak! Without any more
psycho-babbling fear-mongering Victor-weeping nonsense—kwak-wak-wak-wakwakwakwak!
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“I’m afraid I don’t follow.”
Oswald sighed, looked down at the tea cup before him, which said “Drink me,” and
the petit four on his plate which said “Eat me.” If he could just stick a label on that
gizmo of Harvey’s that said “Take me” and shove Jervis in the door to read it, this
would be oh so simple. But of course if he had that kind of access to Harvey’s gizmo,
he wouldn’t need Jervis at all.
“Go over to Harvey’s,” he began again, patiently.
“Harley’s?”
“Har-VEY’s. Kwak.”
“But I’m supposed to talk to Harley tonight, remember? Remind her of how
attached Joker is to Brucie. If I can remember to remind her, I don’t know why you
can’t. It’s a poor sort of memory that only works backwards, don’t you know, and it
was your idea.”
“Forget Harley, that plan has already laid an egg. Just go to Harvey’s and get your
hands on this list he has.”
Jervis set down his teacup and looked piercingly at his guest.
“Why can’t you get it?”
Oswald sighed. After an entire day of these conversations, he was finding it hard to
maintain his usual hauteur.
“It’s on a gizmo. One of those infernal high-tech objects which have so eroded
modern civilization. I am not adept at gizmos.”
Jervis remembered how Ozzy was always calling Dove or Raven into his office to
contend with anything electronic. Privately, he wasn’t surprised. The market for the
cutting edge stuff was driven by teenage girls in Tokyo, girls not much older than
Alice. Oswald’s fingers were just too chubby.
“Very well. Since the walrus needs a loaf of bread, pepper and vinegar besides, but
you only need a list, I can go and get you this list. But then I really must finish work on
that headband, because the low-theta and mid-alpha waves really are the key. Once
you have the key you can turn it, and then everyone shall come to tea. You see?”
“Yes,” Oswald said, pushing his teacup away untouched. “Kwak. Quite.”

Selina went straight back to the cave when she got home. Her intention was to tell
Bruce about Harvey’s behavior at lunch, but as soon as she saw him working on the cat
ears, she was reminded:
“You can stop working on those. I’m not wearing them.”
“What? Why?” said Bruce, looking up, astonished.
“Powered by the same smart chip as the GeoSeek from the Auto Show? No way.
That thing doesn’t work, and I don’t want anything that wonky hooked up to my head.”
“Selina, the GeoSeek was tested more thoroughly than any consumer product we’ve
put out in the last ten years. You think I’d risk a promotional give-away with that kind
of exposure not working as advertised?”
Selina held up her card like a silent bidder at an auction—one with acid indigestion
or perhaps one making the bid at gunpoint.
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“A sale on designer neckties. Happy hour at Quesadillas. A Mariska Hargitay
calendar. The Classic Malt Society. A chiropractor. And Rangers tickets. Does any of
this sound like me?”
“Those are your recommendations?”
“Yeah.”
“Let me see that thing.”

Return of the Penguin—kwak!
It had been a while since Oswald Cobblepot had done any field work, and he was
enjoying himself. Endless Love Video Memories, Thelma Croydon Photography and
Cardington Bakery weren’t exactly Fort Knox, but then Oswald wasn’t exactly The
Shadow Thief. There were too many businesses on Harvey nee Selina’s list for one
Rogue to investigate them all in time, so Jervis and Jonathan began splitting them up.
While Oswald trusted his cohorts up to a point, he didn’t think this critical intelligencegathering phase of the operation should be left entirely in the hands of the crazies. So
the list was divided into thirds and here he was, re-armed with all his old equipment,
performing an old-fashioned B&E—kwak!
At first, his eagle eye suspected Cardington was more than it seemed. The building
looked too big to be a simple bakery. The storefront was very much what you’d
expect. Once he got into the back, the need for all that space became clear. Sheets of
fondant icing were laid out everywhere: draped over here, rolled out over there, cut
into strips or hung up like washing in between. With little pyramids of cakes arranged
here and there, which were either works in progress or exercises for some junior baker
learning the trade. Oswald’s nose twitched a little at the sugary smell that lingered in
the air and the sweet profits it implied. While he snooped for something with the KyleWayne name on it, he considered the mark-up potential: sugar, water, food coloring
and a little gelatin. The only real cost was the time it took a skilled pastry chef to create
these confections, and the illegals Oswald hired weren’t in a position to negotiate a
higher payrate if he made them learn a new skill…
Hmmm, little iceberg cakes and some Penguin cakes too, with his profile—kwaaaak!
What could he get for those? $7 a piece? $8? If one diner in four ordered dessert,
times two seatings a night, times seven nights a week… He checked the desk again,
looking for a price list. If they got eight dollars a slice, he could certainly charge nine
for an individual cake with a bat bug…
Oswald’s eyes narrowed as he saw a small black dot on the head of one of the screws
inside the desk drawer. He leaned over and peered into the drawer, his nose quivering
a mere inch from the screw… peered at that little dot of black… peered at it… peered
at it… There could be no mistake. He had found six of those the first year the Iceberg
was open.
A sharp stab of realization made him jerk upright as a shocked intake of breath
straightened his back and threatened to manifest as a loud kwak.
Batman was bugging the bakery.
Batman was bugging the bakery.
Batman was bugging the bakery!
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MOB PRINCESS
Susanna Pelacci loved Gotham. When she was little, Keystone was fine. She lived in
a big house with a big yard, and with five brothers, there were endless games of tag or
touch football. Carlos gave her a ride to school every morning, picking up her friends
Karen and Drita on the way. St. Ambrose had a bus, but their fathers didn’t like them
to ride it. They walked home, except in the winter when it was too cold, and during
lockdowns. Then Carlos would pick them up. The first time it happened, Susanna was
too young to understand. She knew she couldn’t go outside, but none of her brothers
were around to play with anyway. There were lots of other people coming and going,
but Susanna didn’t see much of them. It only lasted for a week anyway. The second
time lasted two months, and by then Susanna was fourteen. She’d seen her father’s
picture on TV the year before, with the Keystone D.A. calling him “Joey the Bull,
suspected head of the Tenucci crime syndicate since the arrest of Francis Gizzo and
Tom Carrollo last April…” So she knew what the lockdown meant, even before she
saw the guns. Before her brother went away. And before the talk about Karen.
Susanna had been brought up to respect her father. Respect was everything.
Respect and loyalty were everything. It was during that two-month lockdown that they
had their first serious talk about the specifics. “Right and Wrong” was a tricky
business. Who could really say what was right or wrong in a given situation? Could
she, a little girl of 14? Maybe for the nuns at St. Ambrose things were that simple, with
the kind of lives they led, shut away in a convent. But the real world was a tricky
business and it’s not an easy thing to say what’s right and what’s wrong if you don’t
know all the circumstances. But loyalty—loyalty and disloyalty—those were not hard to
figure out. “If you and your friend Drita are out together, and she gets into an
argument with somebody, maybe you don’t know if she’s right or wrong, but you
know the way to be loyal is to take her side, right? Because she’s your friend.”
Susanna agreed, and that’s when her father told her she wouldn’t be friends with
Karen anymore. Karen’s father was a rat. He was disloyal. And that meant nobody
associated with him could be trusted. Karen wouldn’t be going to St. Ambrose
anymore, and she and her mother would probably move away before too long. But if
Susanna should see her before that, if she bumped into Karen at the movies or saw her
with her mother at the grocery store, Susanna mustn’t talk to her. She mustn’t listen to
her or have anything to do with her. Karen was less than a stranger to them now. It
was like she did not exist, as if she’d become invisible.
Susanna had no choice but to agree. Loyalty to her father trumped loyalty to a
disloyal friend. The timing was awful, though. With the lockdown, she was already so
bored. She would have DIED of boredom if she hadn’t discovered Vogue. And then
Harper’s Bazaar. And finally W. For two months, she devoured stories of the
fashionable world: the best designers, the best restaurants, the trend setters and mode
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makers. Gotham was the hub of the universe, she learned. Paris, Milan, London, and
Beverly Hills were good too, but in Gotham everybody spoke English, they weren’t
casually-dressed skanks like in California, and the men were way cuter than those pale
English guys with bad teeth.
Gotham… Gotham City… Gotham had the best of everything. And now she was
finally here!

KWAK!
Oswald turned back at the woman who had bumped into him so rudely going into
Saks and kept walking without so much as an ‘excuse me.’ Then he took a second look
as she failed to run the gauntlet of perfume samplers and was waylaid at the first
counter inside the door. She was quite pretty, in a far-too-young-for-him sort of way:
petite with long dark hair, she looked a bit like Raven but more ethnic. Italian or
Greek, maybe, or possibly Spanish. Quite a wiggle too—not a Gothamite. A native
would have breezed past the perfume girl without breaking stride, and if she did get
caught in a moment of abstraction, she would have taken the spritzed strip of
cardboard, sniffed it and thrown it away, not rubbed it all over her wrist.
Oswald knew the type. They found the Iceberg regularly, looking for work: hit
Gotham from some Midwest Whocaresville like Keystone or Topeka, thinking they had
the look, style and attitude to pass for a native. They stuck out like chicks in a nest of
ducklings, but very appealing chicks. Pretty, good-natured, polite even, once you got it
through their head that being a Gothamite didn’t mean foaming at the mouth and
snarling at strangers on the street. They made good waitresses, as a rule. But not the
one Oswald was watching now, he suspected. He could tell by the way she’d whipped
out her wallet to buy the perfume: that little lady had a chip on her shoulder. She
hadn’t brushed past him that way because she thought Gothamites were rude. She
was rude—kwak!
Anyway, where was he?
Oh yes, the Bat-bugs.
A pessimist might have seen it as a setback. Oswald, Jervis and Jonathan had
already broken into sixteen businesses, but now with the discovery of the Bat-bug at
Cardington Bakery, they had to go back and check them all again. Jervis and Jonathan
didn’t know what they were looking for, nor did Oswald at the first two places he’d
checked before finding the bug. The waste of time always galled him, but in this case,
he was glad. He wasn’t that confident in Jervis or Jonathan’s abilities to snoop around
without knowing what they were looking for. Now that they had a definite task, this
second round of break-ins would be much more productive than the first.
The Bat-bug was also iron-clad proof that they were on the right track about the
wedding. Clearly, Batman still had some attachment to Catty and he didn’t like this
idea of a wedding any more than they did. Say what you would about the insidious
Bat (and Oswald could say plenty), he was neither crazy nor stupid. He clearly knew a
good thing when he saw it, and Selina was. She simply was—kwak! The thought of
that good thing throwing herself away on a civilian non-starter like Bruce Wayne must
be driving him absolutely batty!
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“Good morning,” Selina purred, pulling the bedsheets over her legs as she rolled
over onto Bruce and pressed her naked chest into his.
“It’s not,” he said in the same gravel he once used to dispute her claims about
personal property, museum operating hours, and criminal trespass.
“It’s not a good morning? Damn, you’re a hard man to please.”
“It’s not morning.”
He seldom slept this late. They’d already sent Alfred away twice but…
“You’re so literal,” she said, nibbling.
“Stop that.”
…but he was a man. He had limits…
“Make me.”
“That’s how this started,” he murmured.
…and after a morning of marathon lovemaking since the moment he got back from
patrol…
“That’s not how it started; it’s how the third one started. The first one—oooh, I love
this scar.”
“Kitten, please.”
…he was exhausted.
“Kitten you ask for, kitten you get… Mmmmmmeow.”
“How did it start, exactly?” Bruce asked, sitting up abruptly, Batman’s focus on the
unanswered question finally asserting itself now that his body let him get a thought in.
“All I know is you pounced on me in the cave before I could even get to the logs.”
“I’d waited long enough. It was almost dawn by the time you got home.”
“In the cave. We have rules about that.”
“Pfft.”
“Good rules.”
“Hard rules,” she grinned. “Firm, inflexible rule—”
As always, she’d pushed too far and found herself flipped over onto her back, arms
hoisted into a borderline-painful danseuse pin.
“Non-negotiable rules,” came the menacing gravel. “So how about an answer,
Catwoman?”
It was an anti-climactic story, considering.
She’d spotted the Batmobile.
It wasn’t date night. They weren’t working together. She was prowling like always.
Glanced down, and noticed the Batmobile parked on Columbus. She looked around
“like any smart thief” on discovering Batman was in the neighborhood, and she
happened to see the fight.
If it could even be called that. Eight Westies outside the Downpatrick Carpentry
Club. A few minutes’ workout in the course of a night’s patrol. The details wouldn’t
have made it into the log. His interest was only in the former Irish Mob’s connection to
the Falcone family and how Anthony Marcuso fit in.
But Catwoman happened to look down while he was brawling and, well, apparently
she really liked what she saw. So she beat him home and waited in the Batcave,
impatience growing and…
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“Mmmmmmeow.”
Well… It’s not like he had any pressing business today. The monitoring devices
were in place at six of the eight vendors supplying the Pelacci-Marcuso wedding. He
had all the data he was going to get until the out of town guests started to arrive from
Keystone. The only other matter was Selina’s GeoSeek, which clearly hadn’t been
corrupted. Considering the picks it was offering—Classic Malts, Rangers tickets,
happy hour at Quesadillas—Bruce was quite sure it was accessing the preference
profile of a pre-Two-Face Harvey Dent. Obviously their GeoSeeks got switched at
lunch. The only question was if it happened by accident (in which case WayneTech
should introduce an individualization feature on future editions, perhaps colored
plastic frames to snap on over the chrome) or if they were switched on purpose (in
which case Batman would pay Harvey a visit to determine if Two-Face was back in the
picture).
So there really was no pressing business for Bruce or for Batman to attend to. He
could finish work on the ears for Selina’s headset but…
“Mmmmmmeow.”

This was how to do it. In a way, Susanna had been planning this wedding since she
was eight, but in a more literal sense, she’d been planning since Anthony slipped that
ring on her finger. She had it planned with the detail and precision of a military
assault. She arrived four days before the rest of the family and had her first fitting at
the boutique before anything else. They did a good job with the measurements she’d
sent ahead, but there were always little adjustments once you put a real dress on a real
body. What was the point in getting designer couture if they weren’t going to re-pin
and re-stitch it right on her body just days before the wedding, so any last minute shift
in weight was accounted for?
While they worked on that, she went to Fiorellos to have them do a first run with her
hair, and she got a manicure. She got wild plumb polish with a hot pink diagonal
stripe and gold glitter. She would have to tone it down for the wedding, go with one
of those milky pale pinks. But that was days away, and she didn’t see any reason to be
so BORING while she ran all her errands in the chicest shops in Gotham! She’d have
another fitting and another test run on the hair Thursday, and then the final one
Saturday, so there was plenty of time to tone down her nails.
Next, she’d stop at Cardington to check on the cake, the photographer’s studio to
make sure he understood exactly what she wanted, the hotel to make sure they
understood exactly what she wanted, and then pick up Anthony to go to St. Swithuns
and meet with Father Ercolani…

Jonathan Crane watched the girl who’d bumped into him so clumsily coming out of
the hair salon. She was very pretty—not something he normally noticed, but she
looked a little like Raven. He wondered if she had the same delightful scream. He
would never forget that night a lizard found its way into the Iceberg and perched on
Raven’s podium. What a screech! What a howl of primal terror! Jonathan wasn’t
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really drawn to women, not as a rule, but… that wail of pure abandon to her own
fright, she was something special.
But he really mustn’t let himself get distracted. Not with such an opportunity before
him: Batman didn’t like the idea of this wedding any more than the Rogues. That was
suggestive. Oswald was such a fool “We really should consider if there is added profit
potential in that information—kwak!” As if everything came down to money. Kwak,
indeed. Fear! That was the only real power. Look at all Wayne’s millions, what could
he do with them if The Scarecrow made him afraid of the very air that he breathed?
Batman was keeping his Bat-eyes on the preparations for Selina’s wedding. What
did that tell them about their enemy, hm? That was the question to be asking. The
Batman feared loss. Loss of the woman? Or loss of control, loss of the possibility… the
loss of Hope. He didn’t have Selina at the moment, she was with Wayne, but that
never impelled him to act. Why? Because Batman was a schemer, obsessed with
control, with move and countermove, contingencies and possibilities. Unless she said
“I do,” the possibility still existed. That’s what he cared about. He didn’t care about
her; he simply rejected the idea of a definite “No.” He wanted her to be available to
him, whether he picked up the option or not. Yes, that fit. The loss of control, to be
removed from the ranks against his will…
Jonathan grinned wide at the possibilities and checked the operating hours on the
door of the salon… What if they wrecked the Kyle-Wayne nuptials and laid the blame
on Batman’s door? What then? Selina could go after him. She would remain as she
was, just as they all wanted, but Batman would still be dealt that loss of control he so
feared. Removed from the ranks against his will! Yes, that would serve him right, that
would get under his skin… The salon would be open for another hour. Then he could
slip inside and see if a Bat-bug was to be found on the premises.

Ivy couldn’t believe what she was hearing.
“Oh yeah, Red, Catty’s wedding is the only thing anybody’s talkin’ about.”
She knew Joker had a perfectly ridiculous fixation on Bruce Wayne, so she could
understand when Harley got back from Arkham saying the wedding was bigger news
than “that Weiner guy tweeting his weiner.” Harley didn’t distinguish between Joker
and “the whole world,” so if Joker was talking about something (and “that Weiner
guy’s weiner” had to be Joker), then to Harley’s view, the whole world was talking.
But her Arkham visit was days ago. What she was babbling now had nothing to do
with Joker.
“I ran into Scarecrow at the White Castle when I was restocking the Ha-Hacienda,
and later Victor Frieze just happened to be passing by when I came out from pickin’ up
Puddin’s dry cleaning. It was all they could talk about!”
“It doesn’t make any sense,” Ivy blurted. “Why would they care if Selina gets
married? It’s not like either of them ever had a chance with her. The tenderest thought
she’s ever expressed was warning Crow before she set him on fire.”
“Yeah, if it was me, I’d have torched him on the first offense,” Harley said happily.
“Threatening ta set him on fire if he does it again kinda gives him the option not ta do
it again, and then how are you gonna toast the marshmallows?”
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“I just don’t understand,” Ivy murmured, ignoring Harley’s blithering (which never
made much sense anyway when she started talking like Joker’s girlfriend).
Bruce Wayne was so utterly besotted with Selina that, in the grip of Ivy’s
pheromones, he’d offered her nothing more than a Whitman Sampler. That was just…
disgusting, but viewed in a certain light, it was also sort of… sweet. A pity that Selina
of all people was the object of such devotion, but the whole episode did, sort of, in a
backhanded way, remind Ivy of Two-Face. That time they were fighting and he
thought she was using her pheromones on him when she hadn’t done a thing. The
way she’d never needed to use them because, all on his own, he decided to—
“Red! The palm tree is picking on me again!”
“I’ll be right there,” Ivy said absently.
Ivy didn’t like Selina or Bruce Wayne as individuals, but there was something
attractive in the thought of them as a couple—something besides her initial thought
that Wayne might take her rival out of the city permanently.
Still, that’s why she liked the idea. She couldn’t fathom why any of the others
would. Jonathan Crane and Victor Frieze? Why would either of them give a damn?

Jonathan was shuddering after leaving The Mad Hatter’s daintily well-appointed
lair. The whole walk home it haunted him: the napkins on the tea table were the same
color as the carpet and Tetch’s cummerbund. The cloth on the little accent table
matched the curtains and Tetch’s trousers. The miniature soufflé cups read “Eat me.”
Jonathan dared to hope whatever went into the cups would be poisoned, that maybe
Mad Hatter planned to capture Batman or Robin, hat them, and make them consume a
poisoned tea party.
At least Jervis saw it his way: the discovery of the Bat-bug changed everything and
Oswald had no vision. The discovery of the Bat-bug changed everything, and Oswald
simply wouldn’t see it. All that fuss about Selina coming after them if they wrecked her
wedding. Maybe he had a point in the beginning, but now—now that they knew
Batman himself was against this—such an opportunity was before them, an
opportunity to strike at the Batman where he lived, simply by doing something they
wanted to do anyway.
If it came down to a He said/He said, with Scarecrow and Jervis pointing at Batman
and Batman pointing at Scarecrow and Jervis, each side claiming the other was framing
them, who would Selina believe? Fellow Rogues who never took the slightest interest
in her or the Caped Cassanova who pursued her for years?
It was the most believable sort of lie in that it was essentially true: Batman was the
only reason they found the details of the wedding. The list they started with only had
one… only had one of the businesses Selina was actually using for her wedding. The
rest were all dead… ends. If Oswald hadn’t found the Bat-bug… they’d be… they’d be
nowhere… It was only… only by… It was only by checking all the other florists and…
photographers… the, what do you call them, other caterers in town, following the trail
of Bat-breadcrumbs as it were… Jonathan blinked. He’d reached his front door, but as
he fumbled for his key, he lost his train of thought. There was a distinct smell… misty,
jungle, sultry, warm and slightly sweet, most definitely… moist… He was
uncomfortably warm, his cheeks were burning under the mask, and the flush was
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moving sickeningly up his face to his forehead. Little beads of sweat were forming
along his brow and in his hair. He blinked again…
And saw a lovely pair of cool, languid eyes gazing back at him.
“Hello, Pamela. What a ravishing sight you are. I fear you won’t believe me when I
say you have never looked lovelier.”

Anthony Marcuso laughed. It started as a headshake as he peeled hundred dollar
bills off the roll to pay his check at Rao’s. It warmed into a smile as he walked out the
door and climbed the stairs to street level. It bubbled into a chuckle as the limo pulled
up to meet him and erupted into a full laugh as he climbed into the back.
He was marrying a crazy woman, a real Arkham-class crazy. She went down on
their second date, they’d been screwing for more than a year, she hits town for the
wedding and all of a sudden she’s a born again virgin. She taught him the knucklefriction trick. Four trips to Naples for Uncle Carmine, four unbelievable weekends
with Italian whores, and that blushing Catholic school girl showed him tricks he’d
never seen. Now he wasn’t allowed touch her until the wedding night. Un-believable.
That was nothing compared to her adorable Keystone ideas about being followed.
Anthony didn’t doubt that Joey the Bull taught his daughter right about the FBI:
always assume the phone is tapped, always assume your picture’s being taken when
you leave the house, and so on. But that’s the Feds. Anthony didn’t know if that Flash
faggot cared about the Keystone Families, but if he did, a speedster freak from the
Justice League running around like a bright red ballerina couldn’t be that hard to spot.
Like the Feds with their 50s haircuts and crap suits, sitting in those boxy Fords, who
did they think they were fooling? But this was Gotham, and Gotham meant Batman.
The idea that cute Susanna Pelacci thought she’d know if she was being followed
‘cause her daddy taught her what to look for—it was too adorable for words. He was a
lucky, lucky man.
Even if he wouldn’t be getting any until the wedding night, unless he took Jimmy,
Lee, and the Falcone twins up on that bachelor night at Club Sugar.

Poison Ivy stumbled into her old hideout in Robinson Park. She couldn’t face the
greenhouse. Harley might be there. She couldn’t look at Harley right now. She
couldn’t look at anybody. She just wanted to lean against a tree for a while until she
could recover.
That was, without question, the most disgusting greening ever. Jonathan Crane.
Jonathan. Crane. Looking at her. That glazed, adoring look in his eyes. And the shape
of his mouth. You could tell he was envisioning kissing her—EW!
Even greened, he creeped her out. Which he'd enjoy if he knew, so Pamela Isley
vowed to the tree—to its branches that stretched to the heavens and its roots that sunk
into the strong, enduring depth of Mother Earth—that he would never, ever find out.
She would spend a few more minutes collecting herself, and after that, this whole affair
would be nothing but a straightforward business transaction. As if she’d slid a
bankcard card into an ATM to withdraw money, nothing more. That’s all she had
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done, after all. Jonathan Crane had information that she wanted, she inserted the
sweet jungle mists into his nostrils and withdrew it. Perhaps he, sad little man that he
was, would remember it as something more, but goddesses were above such thoughts.
The information is what mattered. A gang of them, a sinister cabal of monstrous
little men, deciding who Catty should be with and overruling her choice—when
Wayne was so devoted he could only manage a Whitman Sampler for Poison Ivy
herself in the grip of her pheromones?! It was literally a crime against Nature. Who
else but men—who else but low, sniveling, flower-snipping men (Thank Gaia Harvey
had nothing to do with this)—would think that they could overrule Nature’s own
dictates?
Clearly she had to put a stop to this. It was a shame Selina was the heroine of this
tender romance, but Ivy was beginning to see it in more general terms. It wasn’t about
Selina, it was an assault on all women and the love they inspired that transcended even
pheromones. Not to mention who the villains were! (And thank Demeter, Persephone
and Antheia that Harvey wasn’t involved) Scarecrow, Mad Hatter, Penguin and
Freeze—and Batman! As if it shouldn’t occur to any right-thinking villain that if
Batman was against something, all of them should be for it.
Idiot boys!
Well, it fell to the women, as always, to repair the situation. After the men finished
knocking things over with their penises, it fell to a wise and knowing female to set
things right again. If only Selina wasn’t the heroine in all this. She’d never found out
Ivy was the one responsible for that “Catwoman Pregnant” story in The Gotham Post,
and Ivy did not want to risk a sequel. Stories about Selina had a way of taking off like
kudzu, and if her attempts to save the wedding were somehow misunderstood… Quite
apart from any new misunderstandings, Ivy didn’t want her role in that old pregnancy
story being discovered at this late date… Kudzu… climbing, coiling, trailing kudzu…
She needed some way to ensure that if the kudzu started growing out of control like
last time, it would only grow in one predetermined direction…

Fiorellos did a much better job on Susanna’s hair this time, and she was glad she was
smart enough to schedule the practice runs. With only one go at the hair salon and one
fitting on the dresses, none of her bridesmaids would turn out nearly as good. Drita
would look okay, she always did. But Maureen and Erin and Rita would all get that
straight-down-the-sides curl-in-at-the-bottom hairstyle the Gotham salons seemed to
give everyone from out of town. Susanna could only guess they did it because they
saw everyone from the Midwest as plump, and they had some dumb idea about hiding
their necks. Except it didn’t really, it just hid their earrings. It didn’t frame their face in
a flattering way, like individuals, it was just the same dumb “Gotham stylist thinks I’m
a Midwest rube” haircut for everybody.
But not for her and not for Drita, that’s what Susanna cared about. The other
bridesmaids were forced on her by her mother to match the groomsmen Mr. Falcone
forced on Anthony. She didn’t care if they looked plain and couldn’t get laid at the
reception. She’d look all the more beautiful standing next to a couple of dust mops.
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Wayne Enterprises was the largest employer in Gotham, and Bruce took that
responsibility seriously. Much as he trusted Lucius, he did not rubberstamp
recommendations that could impact the livelihoods of so many Gotham families. The
analyses of the press response to his town halls, the reaction to the GeoSeek and related
technology rolled out at the Auto Show, and the finance, marketing and product
development strategies based on that data all required his utmost attention. He was
concentrating—which he thought he’d made clear the last time Caroline buzzed him.
..:: Mr. Wayne? A Delinda Meter here to see you. ::..
“I said I’m not to be disturbed today,” Bruce growled into the intercom.
..:: She has an appointment. Looks like a last minute addition to your calendar, from Mr.
Fox’s office. ::..
“Lucius sent her? Well, it must be important. Alright, send her in.”
He cursed softly. Batman’s concerns were always his priority—as they should be—
and he had been focused on Batman’s activities exclusively since getting back from the
town hall tours. The result was that now he had more catching up to do at the office.
He was used to this balancing act. Whenever one part of his life made greater
demands, there was a seesaw effect afterwards: more WayneTech, more Justice League,
more Foundation, more Gotham-based crimefighting, making up for lost time in
diminishing cycles until balance was once again achieved…
He heard the door open and, as he stood up to greet his visitor, he mentally added
“All I need is a few less interruptions when I get back to the—IVY!”
“Hello, Bruce,” drawled the woman whose gloves, pantsuit, and wide-brimmed hat
downplayed her green complexion more than hiding it.
Delinda Meter, Psychobat berated him.
“Oh I get it, D. Meter,” Bruce announced foppishly. He should have caught it, if his
focus was where it should be.
“I’m so sorry to interrupt; I know you’re very busy,” she said in that offhand way
that implies just the opposite. “I didn’t want to come to the house with something like
this. Selina, you know. But I had to see you in person. Warn you. It’s the most
terrible thing that’s happened.”
Bruce split his focus into thirds: the first monitored his expression and reactions with
an eye to preserving his identity. The second observed his pulse, body temperature
and libido for any alteration. The third tried to remember the last time he dosed with
anti-tox and calculate if there would be any trace immunity left in his syst… Did she
say she came to warn him?
“Scarecrow, Mad Hatter, Mr. Freeze, I don’t even know how many others. All dead
set against this idea of you and Selina getting married and determined to wreck the
wedding. But I don’t want you to worry, because I’m on it.”
Bruce had been greened. He’d been subjected to fear toxin, hatting, and Freeze’s ice
ray. The ripple-waves of numbing shock that pulsed through him now most
resembled the latter. His entire brain flash-frozen, with tiny little heat centers
continuing to fire, a few synapses at a time, until at last a clear thought was able to
burst through….
Selina and I are… WHAT?
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“So monstrously unfair, just because nobody is ever going to care about them, the
rest of us aren’t allowed to have any blooms in our garden…”
And POISON IVY is telling me this?
“Someone downright freaky like Hugo or Scarecrow, well, what can you expect…”
She’s telling BRUCE WAYNE this?
“Absolutely convinced, due to their own insecurities, that people like us aren’t
‘allowed’ to be like normal people…”
She’s not trying to green me or kidnap me (so far, at least) and she wants to HELP?
“Probably true if their definition of ‘normal’ were to be known…”
She’s warning me, warning me about the other Rogues trying to break up a wedding that
isn’t happening…
“I mean what can you say, the man’s a living weed.”
And she thinks she’s telling this to Billionaire Bruce Wayne the groom… who she has
greened previously, successfully and not, but… Selina… marriage… ‘Don’t worry, I’m on it’…
and… and… SOMEHOW I DID NOT KNOW ANY OF THIS WAS GOING ON UNTIL
RIGHT NOW.
“…actually gave me potpourri for Christmas. I mean really, the severed heads of
dead flowers. It’s not like my affection for plants is a big secret. Who can’t see how
monstrously rude that is?”
AND I’M BATMAN!
“…but I have strayed dreadfully off the topic. Like I was saying…”
I’m BATMAN.
“About Batman.”
I’m…
“Excuse me,” Bruce managed, feeling his back and legs sinking deeper into the chair
and hoping against hope that the fop voice was still engaged.
“Batman,” Ivy said with a sympathetic poke at his sleeve. “If you had any
experience with these whackos, you’d understand: you always have to have a
contingency plan. On the off chance that something gets by me, some of them—
Scarecrow and Hatter in particular—may try to pin the wedding destruction on
Batman. And I was just saying that, if I were you, I would let that stand. Because
Selina won’t be too happy, and if she’s going to tear somebody's throat out, it may as
well be his.”
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ONCE UPON A TIME
Once upon a time, I saw Batman disarm a warhead. Four cruise-ships worth of
hostages on an island full of poison, plague, gunrunners, warlords, and now a giant
missile right out of Dr. Strangelove—and oh yes, the instruction manual was in Farsi.
His voice never altered, not a quiver, not for a syllable.
I saw him pick himself up after Prometheus beat him to a pulp, shrug it off and
marshal an equally humbled Justice League through the clean up, then take a shot at
me about being there to steal the Storm Opals. We could have been in Gotham. He
sounded just like he does in Cartier’s vault. Not a quiver, not for a syllable.
I heard him warn Superman to stay clear of the house when we had alternate
dimensions leaking in all over the manor. I went into some of those worlds and met
him as a coke-snorting Owlman—and as a Batman who’d beaten Zatanna’s magic out
of her and could still channel it. I heard him speak an incantation, his voice infused
with power yet choking on his hatred of magic and magicians on every syllable.
I’ve heard him talk about the mindwipe. I’ve heard him talk about that visit to the
hospital, to Edward Vaniel on his deathbed. I’ve heard him threaten Ra’s al Ghul, I’ve
heard him threaten Joker, I’ve heard him threaten Luthor… I’ve heard him say “I love
you.”
.:: Selina, secure the line. ::..
I’d never heard anything like this.
..:: Come to the penthouse, A-sap. ::..
I thought I knew every voice he had, as Bruce and as Batman.
..:: Don’t talk to anybody until I see you. Don’t answer your phone. Just come here now. ::..
“O-okay, I’m on my way. If it’s that urgent, maybe I should just—”
Click.
Any car but the Batmobile takes twenty minutes, minimum, to get from the manor to
the penthouse—twenty minutes barring mid-day traffic—and A-sap means a-s-a-p “as
soon as possible.” There was much a faster way possible. “Oh, gee, Justice League to the
rescue” isn’t normally my thing, but… I had never him sound like that, not as Bruce or
as Batman. And the League transporters in the Batcaves are on their own circuit. They
won’t connect to any other transport pads without a layover at the Watchtower, but
they do connect to each other. So, just this once, in the interests of seeing Bruce in two
minutes instead of half an hour, I went down to the cave and ten seconds later, I was
taking the elevator up to the penthouse.
He didn’t look happy to see me, and when I explained what I’d done, he said he
wished I’d stayed out of the caves. He said he understood my reasoning, but he didn’t
want either of us down there “until he’d thought this through.” He himself had “come
straight up from the office,” and that’s when he apparently noticed the look on my face
and realized he wasn’t making a whole lot of sense.
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“I should start at the beginning,” he graveled. “Ivy came—Don’t interrupt, this
won’t take long—Ivy came to see me – to see Bruce Wayne. She wanted to warn me
that the Rogues know about us getting married. They don’t like the idea and plan to
stop it—but I shouldn’t worry because she’s on it.”
The English language is a rich and varied one, but there are words that simply can’t
coexist in the same sentence. “Ivy came to see me” and “Shouldn’t worry,” for
example. “The Rogues know” and “shouldn’t worry.” The Rogues “don’t like” “plan
to stop” and “don’t worry.” I normally surf the waves of Rogue upheavals without
much fuss, but not when I’m summoned to the penthouse a-sap by a voice I’ve never
heard before from Bruce or Batman. I didn’t know what to expect, so the mention of
Ivy had more impact than it usually would. The mention of the Rogues as a class had
more impact than it normally would. Those three little words “the Rogues know”
coming from a voice I’d never heard before…
My mind was straining for some kind of equilibrium as those two forces pulled it in
opposite directions: “Ivy came to see me” on the one side, “I shouldn’t worry” on the
other. “The Rogues know” and a voice I’ve never heard before from Bruce or Batman,
standing there like snarling like a tiger, and this tiny little mouse staring it down: “I
shouldn’t worry.”
Ivy came to see me, the Rogues know, they don’t like it, they plan to…
“Did you say we’re getting married?”
I wasn’t aware I’d said it out loud. The thought just floated up from the typhoonhurricane-whirlpool-eddy-maelstrom of what-the-fuck. Like a bar of soap (or a dead
body), it just came floating up to the surface and tumbled out my lips before my brain
could catch up. He didn’t say the Rogues knew meaning HIS IDENTITY, he said they
knew about us getting married.
“Ivy seems to think so,” he graveled—and the gravel, at least, sounded familiar.
I swallowed.
And he glared.
“How does this keep happening?” I heard myself asking. And once again, it wasn’t
a conscious expression of a thought, it was just sort of a vocalized burble spilling out
my mouth during an exhale. “Gladys Ashton-Larraby, okay, what else has she got to
think about, and then Hermoine, the gossip column, follows her lead, fine, but now
Wall Street and Cassie and Barbara and now Poison Ivy?! BRUCE, MAKE IT STOP!”
“I’d love to!” he barked. “But that’s hardly the priority right now. Batman’s
deadliest enemies don’t just spontaneously decide to target Bruce Wayne’s private life!
A party at the manor, sure, it’s not like they’ve that many opportunities to get on the
grounds. But this isn’t Harley and Ivy targeting a Foundation fundraiser for kicks.
This is my private life. It’s either some twisted scheme on Ivy’s part to manipulate
gullible Bruce Wayne into playing into her hands without greening—why ‘without
greening’ we don’t have enough data to speculate, but probably related to her failure
with the Whitman Sampler episode—or else, if she isn’t making it up about the others
and is sincerely trying to help—again for reasons I couldn’t begin to guess at this
point—then it’s a lot more serious, because only someone who knows my identity
would point the lot of them at Bruce Wayne’s private life as a means to distract
Batman.”
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I rubbed my forehead. It isn’t often I can’t keep up with the Bat-brain, but this was
one of those times, and the one downside to that RAW INTENSITY that is Batman is
that it’s all but impossible to slow him down.
“It’s a short list. Ra’s, Strange and Nigma—”
“Okay, wait a minute—”
“Ra’s basically just tried it before his plot against Atlantis. Setting me up for a
kidnapping connected to your criminal past as Catwoman, a kidnapping he knew
would fail. And he knew once I discovered the Cat-connection, that would occupy my
full attention while he went ahead grabbing those scientists.”
“Except it didn’t work,” I pointed out.
“That’s never stopped him before.”
“We figured out what he was up to from the beginning, you weren’t ‘distracted’ for a
minute—”
“That’s never… stopped him… before,” he declared in that infuriating Batman-hasspoken tone.
I glared up at him, because lacking claws and whip, it’s really the only thing to do
when he gets like that. Words are a waste of time once he’s got that body-armor on his
brain.
“Fine, it could be the Hairdo, giving his old plan a new paintjob because he can’t
come up with a new one. Next? It can’t be Hugo, he doesn’t care about ‘keeping you
busy’ while he pulls off something else. You’re the burning sun at the center of his
universe. Everything he does is about you, so diversions make no sense.”
“No, with Hugo it wouldn’t be diversion or distraction. It would be more personal,
a mind game. Or…”
“Don’t ever trail off after an ‘or’ when we’re talking about Hugo, Bruce. You’re
literally making my skin crawl just now.”
I didn’t know why at first, but then he glanced up at me, and for just a fraction of a
second, it was Hugo’s eyes looking back—not literally, but there was a rat-like quality
to them… Psychobat doing that thing where he puts himself into his enemy’s mind… I
could almost picture those Coke-bottle lenses sliding a little low on his oily nose, with
those rat-eyes peering over the tops, petty and cunning, but also creepy in a sleazy
sexual way, like the old men with too-thick glasses that hung around in the street
outside the old Times Square porn houses…
“If he snapped,” Bruce/Hugo said thoughtfully, “if the scorn and humiliation from
the others finally got to be too much… He found the Holy Grail, Batman’s identity,
and no one believed him… What if he devised this story to make the others start
poking into Wayne’s private life until they learn the secret for themselves. He’d be
vindicated.”
“No he wouldn’t,” I said, shaking my head. “Eddie knows and it didn’t improve his
opinion of Hugo one bit—or mine, for that matter.”
The Hugo-light faded from Bruce’s eyes (thank God!) and he shook his head
abruptly.
“No, you’re right. The psychology doesn’t fit. If it were one of the others, they
might delude themselves, but Hugo has the understanding of the human mind—
including the Rogue mind. If he has a sufficient understanding to manipulate them,
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planting this wedding notion into their heads, then he’d have to know their
discovering the secret on their own wouldn’t vindicate him in any way… it would just
remove the only distinction he has among my enemies.”
“Two down, can I say it now?”
“No, I will: it’s not Nigma. This doesn’t just target my personal life, Selina; it targets
you. He’s the only one of the three who would have a problem with that.”
“How clinically you put it.”
“So we’re back to Ra’s.”
“Maybe not. There is another possibility. I was going to tell you when I came down
to the cave the other day, but then it slipped my mind… Bruce, Harvey was acting
pretty weird during our lunch.”
He stiffened. He frowned. His eyes narrowed to slits. Then he scowled.
“Elaborate,” he said finally.
“Well, it’s like he was, I don’t even know, waiting for something. And he asked a lot
of questions. I mean, he could have just been interested in ‘getting back to Gotham.’
You know: settling back into a routine, resuming a normal life, catching up with an old
friend who’s been flying all over the world with her boyfriend—especially when that
boyfriend is also an old friend of his, and… I sound like a ditz.”
“No, you sound like you’re trying to convince yourself.”
“It was the way he asked about you. It seemed like there was something behind it.”
“There was,” Bruce said softly. “But probably not what you think. Selina, there was
nothing wrong with your GeoSeek. The one you brought back from that lunch was
tagged to Harvey’s profile. He must have switched them.”
“Why?”
“To see yours for some reason… Maybe we’re looking at this the wrong way. Maybe
it’s not Batman that’s the target, maybe it’s Catwoman. You have your share of
enemies.”
“Yeah, but none except the demonspawn would care if I got married.”
“Not just married, but married to Bruce Wayne. Leaving Batman out of it, is there an
old rival or someone who would be threatened by your getting your paws on that kind
of money and social position.”
I had to think about that.
“Not social position,” I murmured. “Power. That kind of money brings an awful lot
of power…”
He grunted.
I could feel the density shift. He was trying to think ahead, follow my train of
thought and get there ahead of me. He wasn’t going to succeed, because my thoughts
were darting off at an angle. With the influence Bruce had, a vindictive woman could
ruin someone’s life, but I wasn’t thinking about who in my past might be threatened by
prospect of Selina Wayne, with all that money and influence at her disposal to settle
old scores… It was simply that link between wealth and power; it suggested another
name, one we hadn’t even thought of.
“Luthor,” Bruce said at the same instant I did.
“He does hate your guts,” I murmured.
“Ra’s is still more likely. Luthor doesn’t have any reason to involve Batman’s
enemies in his vendetta against Bruce Wayne. He tends to use subtler means to make
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trouble. We’ll investigate both, but Ra’s is the starting point. And Selina, this is
DefCon 1. Until we know which of us is the target and why, we’re a danger to
everyone. We should stay here, away from Alfred and the manor. No unnecessary
contact with civilians, and it’s safer for everyone to remain in costume.”

Aria. They tracked the bridesmaid’s dresses to a place called Aria. So far, so good.
Poison Ivy had adapted her plan for the Dean Sasha greening: Harley could make
initial contact in her unobtrusive skintone, clearing a path for Ivy to sneak in and do
what had to be done. In this case, Harley would be distracting the sales staff. They
hadn’t been able to see from the street if there were any male employees, but Ivy
suspected any man working in the Aria bridal boutique wouldn’t be susceptible to her
lure. She learned a long time ago that her pheromones needed a base physical
attraction to work from, and gay men who were so out and flamboyant as to work in
fashion and party planning simply weren’t interested. They thought she was
“Fabulous!” but wouldn’t lift a finger to help her (apart from that one little monster
suggesting peek-a-boo highlights to tone down the brassy reds from her henna rinse).
So presumably there would be no men to green in Aria (which was a pity, since it
was the only time they were useful). Ivy’s part of the operation would consist of
introducing flowers onto the bridesmaids dresses to act as her spies. And if Hatter or
Crane showed up to plant any surprises, her babies would know what to do.
It was a good plan. Harley was just a little too excited about her “undercover
mission,” going into Aria as a prospective bride, but that couldn’t be helped. The shop
already had the names of Selina’s bridesmaids, whoever they were, as well as their
measurements. Impersonating a someone you don’t know is tricky under the best of
circumstances, but to also present the same body to someone in the business of fitting a
dress on it… not even Clayface the walking dungheap could manage that one. What’s
worse, when the subject first came up, Harley wondered “Why do ya think Catty
didn’t ask us ta be her bridesmaids?”
Ivy suspected it had something to do with a failed attempt to green the bridegroom,
and not wanting to tell the humiliating Whitman Sampler story, she was grateful when
Harley saw “The Poker Bride” episode of My Fair Wedding was on and went to TiVo
it. When she returned, there was no more talk of being Selina’s bridesmaids, but
Harley did spend an hour picking out what to wear, since apparently “David Tutera
says if you’re a daring bride with a funky sense of style, you might want to celebrate
your individuality on your wedding day. And it will help your wedding planner
understand where you’re coming from if you dress in a way that expresses the real you
when you go to meet them.”
Ivy pointed out that Harley was going undercover and “the real you” defeated the
purpose. That brought a round of “Oh, I know that, Red, I’m not stupid, ya know,”
which apparently meant Harley knew not to dress in costume. It did not deter her from
trying a red blouse with poufy clown sleeves and black jeans. Ivy shook her head, and
Harley’s next try was a black t-shirt with a big red Chinese dragon on the front, red
leather mini skirt and go-go boots. Ivy said no. They settled on a pink tank top—with
the red mini. Harley changed the go-go boots for a plain sandal, and Ivy permitted her
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to add a black jacket—with the understanding that she should remove it before she
went into the store.

Once upon a time, when Aquaman was recovering from a really bad day in the
middle of the Winter Migration, he hoped to unwind with a few fellow Leaguers at the
unofficial monthly poker night. After a few minutes listening to Flash, Green Lantern
and Plastic Man grumbling about Bats and his “Hell Month” as if he were a one-man
Armageddon, Arthur blew his stack. He delivered a tirade on the relative challenges of
dealing with one man among billions of surface-dwellers compared to a mid-Atlantic
full of Sperm Whales during their mating season. Concluding with the phrase all those
present quoted to this day: “I’ll gladly stay up here and deal with Bats and all of his
Hell Month eccentricities, and you lot can go down there and deal with the 30-tons of
desperate, whiny, horny, hormonal Whale-Bitch.”
He meant it. He meant every word of it. He himself was never intimidated by
Bruce’s scowls and glares, he was downright insulted by the notion that he should be,
but today for the first time, he had some insight into the Leaguers who were. The glare
and scowl filled the same viewscreen where Ra’s al Ghul’s face had appeared after the
fool took up residence in the Atlantean fortress at Kapheira. Arthur had enjoyed
measuring verbal swords with that overblown ego, standing in the communications
well where he personified Atlantean Government. An old-fashioned King-to-King
Bluster-off, keeping the Demon’s Head occupied while Batman’s forces penetrated the
stronghold… He was not enjoying this epilogue.
“Batman, Atlantis is not as old as most surface-dwellers believe, but we have been
managing our institutions—including our prisons—since before the surface world
figured out that sails weigh less than men and wind gets you farther than rowing.
When I tell you Ra’s al Ghul is secure in his cell, he’s secure. When I tell you he will
not be free until his debt to Atlantis is paid—”
“You’ve also said that because Atlantis is such a utopia your jails aren’t used much.
Isn’t it just possible that your comparatively inexperienced jailers aren’t equipped to
handle the tricks a surface criminal might come up with?”
“No, it is not.”
“It’s not possible he could corrupt a single one of your people to get a message
through?”
“No.”
“That’s it? No? Nothing at all to back that statement? Just your personal certainty.”
Aquaman delivered his own version of the Hell Month Bat-glare into the camera
below the viewscreen.
“When I speak over this system, Batman, it is as the King of Atlantis. And when His
Majesty, Orin, by the Grace of Poseidon, of Atlantia, Pacifica, and the Dominions
beyond the Reefs, King and Defender of the Seas, Duke of Poseidonis, Sovereign of the
Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of Pontos tells you a thing, it is so.”
The snort that followed his final word was not exactly regal, but it expressed the
aggression of the challenged alpha male that predates the civilized trappings of
kingship. It was answered by a silent stare that is just as ancient and just as
unambiguous. For five seconds… for ten… for fifteen… And then…
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The masked figure on the view screen shifted, tilted, rustled, and the unmasked face
of Bruce Wayne took its place.
“Fine,” he graveled. “Do I have your assurance, Arthur? Not the King of Atlantis,
but your word, man-to-man, that he doesn’t have any way to contact the surface?”
Arthur paused, taken aback by the gravity of the appeal. He had only seen Batman
remove his mask and speak in that particular way once before…
“Bruce, what’s happening?”
“Nothing I want to discuss.”
“Typical,” Arthur laughed. “You make an appeal ‘man-to-man’ and then you clam
up. Never mind, I can guess. I’ve only seen you act like this once before, Bruce. I
know you know the time. Maybe you were right, maybe it wasn’t any of our damn
business. Bruce Wayne dating Selina Kyle, Batman dating Catwoman, it obviously
didn’t blow up and affect the League.”
“Your point?”
“My point is you took off your mask and want to talk man to man, so you get to
listen to what this man has to say. I’ve thought about that conversation a good few
times since the day it happened. You know what strikes me about it? Now, today,
since it’s become apparent that you two were going to last and we weren’t looking at
that nightmare scenario that could compromise the League? It’s that word dating.
Clark said ‘The fact that Bruce Wayne is dating Selina Kyle is not the problem. It’s the
fact that Batman is dating Catwoman that concerns us.’ And you said it was ‘awfully
presumptuous’ to use that word dating.
“Bruce, I look back now, knowing what I know, seeing how you two are together,
realizing the ridiculous position we put you in, and I can see myself reacting exactly the
way you did. Point for point, word for word… Except for that. You were at a party
together, you flitted around the room as a set, making each other laugh, all the little
private jokes and secret smiles. Then she went home with you. And a couple months
later, she’s moving into your house. How is that not dating?”
“I just want confirmation that Ra’s al Ghul is secure down there.”
“Right, and the reason you want to know has something to do with her, but you
don’t want to discuss that.”

Mission accomplished… with a few caveats. Harley was keeping the salesgirls
occupied, leaving Ivy free to sneak into the back and organize the troops. Harley was
also, quite clearly, having a ball. Ivy couldn’t make out many words, but she heard the
delighted squeals coming from the showroom. Normally, Harley’s excitement was
contagious, but today, something about her attitude… Ivy brushed that aside and set to
work.
There were a half dozen collections of dresses arranged around the room, grouped
for different weddings. Selina’s was obviously the one with bits of straw on the floor
by the hanging rack—that demanded attention. Possibly Crow was just gathering
intel, or possibly he had already sabotaged the dresses. Each dress had a slip of paper
pinned to it with measurements and a code number, and all but one had a number of
straight pins throughout the hem. She ordered a clematis coiled around her ankle to
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uncoil itself and crawl over the dresses, wiping the tip of each pin with its leaves. So
there!
“SQUEE! I was watching this episode of My Fair Wedding where they did a Wonderland
Theme…” Harley babbled audibly—and Ivy looked up sharply. Harley may have
raised her voice as a warning, and Ivy quickly hid behind the door and ordered the
clematis to camouflage itself in some kind of awful trellis decoration in the back
corner.
“The bride was gonna have a black dress and all the bridesmaids wore striped stockings…”
Wonderland… was that a clue? Did Harley see something that meant Jervis had
been here as well as Scarecrow? Or did she possibly see Jervis himself?
“And I was thinkin’, once you’ve done Wonderland, it wouldn’t be much of a stretch to take
those same ideas and do a carnival theme…”
Ivy could have sent the clematis to spy through the vent, but she decided she didn’t
trust their judgment. She wanted to see this with her own eyes. She opened the door
to the show room just a crack and peered through…
“Have, like, cotton candy canapés, and the decorations would all be from games, like insteada
those stuffy old candelabras everywhere, have pyramids of those cans that’ll never fall over.”
And saw that the only reason Harley’s voice louder was because she herself was
standing near the door.
“Oh, I know, I know, that has nothing to do with the bridesmaids,” she was saying,
flapping her hands like a hyperactive bird trying to take off. “I was just thinking out
loud about the theme. Like, if I did a dress with a long train like this one here, maybe
we could get some little people to carry it. That was another idea the Wonderland
bride had going in. She wanted to dress them up like rabbits, but it’d work just as well
for a carnival, don’t ya think?”
Ivy let the door close, turning her head away slowly and pressing her fingers to the
center of her forehead and the bridge of her nose. She shook her head with a forlorn
and bewildered shudder, and swallowed with effort.
“Little people are very versatile. They could be elves for a Christmas theme or munchkins for
a Wizard of Oz theme—oooh, oooh, or Oompa-Loompas for a Willy Wonka theme. Wouldn’t
that be scrumdiddlyumptious? A chocolate wedding!”
Ivy shook it off and went back to work. Selina had apparently chosen a halter dress
with a tea-length skirt, silk shantung, three identical dresses in different colors.
Turquoise, salmon, and yellow, well that made it easy. Ivy ordered a few hyacinths to
attach themselves to the turquoise dress’s sash, some coral amaryllis and a Leonidas
rose to decorate the salmon, and a few calla lilies to attach themselves to the yellow.
They would be her spies among the bridesmaids. If Scarecrow or Hatter tried
anything, it was their job to let her know and to take countermeasures if they could.
With the added benefit of making the bridesmaids look good. Any woman is more
attractive with a few flowers at her waist, after all. Draped only in fabric, without any
living petals to make their bodies enticing, even Selina deserved better than that on her
special day. She would have to track down the wedding dress and make a few
enhancements.
In addition to the bouquet, of course. The bridal bouquet was a separate problem
entirely. She would have to take over the florists’ operation completely. Since the
fiend was in the business of supplying flowers—dead flowers—it was more
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complicated than simply adding blossoms to these lifeless gowns. At the florist, she
would have to halt the genocide.
That would be a pleasure. Selina really did deserve some added little token of
appreciation.

Once upon a time, Luthor hired me to break into his own office and steal the plans
for an airplane he was developing, the X-27 Lexwing. Gave him cover to push up some
test flights he wanted to conduct before the military was ready—or something like
that. I rarely pay attention when his type starts explaining their reasons. They’re
usually lying. So, before I broke into LexCorp in body, I broke in in spirit. Hacked into
their mainframe and pulled elevator maintenance schedules, security rota, that kind of
thing, as well as Luthor’s public schedule. By a fantastic coincidence, there was another
Gothamite heading to Metropolis to meet with him. Bruce Wayne was going through
the motions about some proposed WayneTech/LexCorp venture that was never going
to happen. Even back then, everyone knew Wayne and Luthor despised each other,
and I figured… God, silly kitty… I figured with the WayneTech CEO in the building,
LexCorp security would be focused on him, so I timed my robbery to coincide with the
Bruce Wayne meeting. Amazingly, I got to tangle with both Batman and Superman as a
result. Not that I was complaining. Getting into Luthor’s office was such a snooze, I
tripped an electric eye on the way out just to add a little spice to my escape. Consider
my delight when I netted not just a Super-chase but a Bat-encounter. Meow.
A lot has happened since then, and not just between Catwoman and Batman. Luthor
became president, made Talia al Ghul head of LexCorp in his place, and by the time he
resigned in disgrace, she’d bankrupted the company. It would have been the death
knell for the Metropolis economy if Bruce hadn’t seen it coming. He’d been quietly
buying up the LexCorp debt, so when the bubble burst, he absorbed as much of the
ruined tech divisions as he could, salvaging as many jobs as he could. Lex naturally
didn’t see it that way. It added a whole new level of hostility to his rivalry with Bruce.
So, while Batman was looking into the Ra’s possibility, I was investigating Luthor. It
had less to do with Lex himself as with the other half of that old X27 story. Batman
and Superman. Or to be more accurate, Bruce and…
..:: Clark Kent::..
“Come see me over your lunch hour,” I purred into the phone.
There was a pause. And then:
..:: Bruce? ::..
“C’mon, Clark, I may be calling on the penthouse phone, but if you can’t tell the
difference between my voice and Bruce’s—”
..::’Come see me’ sounds like Bruce. And he might have been testing to see if a voice
modulator would fool me.::..
“You two play some strange games, Spitcurl.”
..::Funny, I used to tell him the same thing about you.::..
That’s why I was calling instead of Bruce. Clark has been hearing wedding bells
since Dick and Barbara tied the knot, and after that visit from Queen Chlorophyll, it
would only take one of Clark’s Super-hints to drive Bruce’s blood pressure into the red
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zone. Anyway, he said if it was urgent, he could come right away, since the Mayor had
a press conference at noon and he wanted to ‘hover nearby.’ I said it was, and not two
minutes later he was landing on the terrace. I let him in and got straight to the point:
“What are Luthor’s resources like these days?”
“Well, he hasn’t come close to recreating the old LexCorp, but he’s laying the
foundation with this LC-II, what the Planet’s business editor dubbed LexCorp-Lite. He
doesn’t have the trappings: the landmark building as his HQ, the fleet of corporate jets
and helicopters. And he doesn’t have the power he once did in Metropolis, where one
family in eight was either living on a LexCorp paycheck, banking at a Lex-owned bank,
or running a business dependent on LexCorp purchases or LexCorp employees.”
“So that’s what he doesn’t have. What has he got in his pockets?”
“With the new corporation, all the money he had hidden when LexCorp went under
is back in play. He can access it openly and grow it in ways that can’t easily be seen.
In his time as President, he learned the location of defunct government installations,
warehouses, classified patents, who knows what else.”
“So, on par with the pre-President Luthor, would you say?”
“I’m afraid so. If we’re talking resources and not stature, yes, I think it’s a fair
comparison.”
I didn’t actually smile, but sitting across the coffee table from Kryptonian senses, I
didn’t have to do anything overt. He could sense my blood pressure, my skin
temperature, and the rate I blinked and breathed.
“Selina, I’m a little confused. You asked about Luthor and this isn’t a pretty picture
I’ve painted, but I’m sensing relief.”
I nodded.
“Let me tell you something about your enemy, Superman. The one-time leader of
the Secret Society of Supervillains doesn’t much like other villains. He doesn’t like the
outfits, the monikers, or the attitudes. And what’s true of villains in general is doubly
true of the Gotham Rogues. He finds us unpredictable, unreliable, and arrogant. Of
course he’s quite right about the last one.”
I stopped and smiled, only because I saw his eyebrow shoot up at the “us.” Capes
are so cute sometimes.
“Us?”
I shrugged.
“You said it yourself, Batman and I played some very strange games.”
“But now you’re living in his penthouse. Selina, you called Superman and said
‘Come now,’ and I came. You asked me about Lex Luthor and I’ve told you. You can’t
think I’d do any of that for Catwoman.”
“I know it’s Batman’s partner you’ve been talking to, Spitcurl. But I’m still
Catwoman. I’m still one of them in ways not everybody can understand. Look, you’re
from Smallville, right? That’s what Lois calls you. How long have you lived in
Metropolis? How long have you been working at the Daily Planet and flying off to
Kadalundi before the bridge collapses and then coming home to Lois? How long has
your life been completely different, day in and day out, from the guy who grew up in
Smallville? But… it’s still who you are, isn’t it?”
“Being from Smallville is very different from being a cat burglar,” he said.
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“What a very Smallville thing to say,” I purred. “Anyway, we got sidetracked. You
asked why I was relieved that Lex has some serious resources again. The reason is…
something’s going on with The Rogues. And given his hate-on for Bruce, Luthor’s on
our short list of people who might be behind it. But he really doesn’t like the Rogues,
Clark, and if he has even a fraction of his old arsenal to work with, he’d be coming at
us that way. Not getting into bed with the likes of Scarecrow, Mad Hatter or Poison
Ivy.”
“I see,” he said. Then he asked if there was anything he could do. I told him no, and
he turned to leave. He had his hand on the glass door to the terrace when he froze.
Then he turned back and looked at me with that look they all get when they’ve figured
something out. All the Capes except Batman, when they think you’ve let on more than
you intended, and they’re letting you know they noticed. “You said ‘the Rogues’ are
involved. But Luthor’s grievance is with Bruce Wayne, not Batman. Is Bruce the target
of whatever’s happening?”
I told him the truth, that we weren’t sure but it looked that way.

A thorn. Already a thorn. Ivy might have the bridesmaids covered up to their necks
and down to their ankles, but once she got back to the greenhouse, Harley said that the
Aria salesgirls said they didn’t send dresses directly to the bridesmaids or the bridal
venue. They sent to “Artyce” who did the shoes, or “Louise” who did hats and
headbands. HATS and HEADBANDS. There was only so much her tulips could do at
the waistline if that miserable little hatter had his control chips strapped onto their
brains. So Ivy had to postpone the assault on the florist and find this Artyce.
Once again, Harley played bride-to-be. But this time, Ivy had no doubts why the
idea filled her with dread. It all went back to those outfits. She was supposed to be
going undercover. Yet everything she tried on—while not going full-bore Harley
Quinn motley—were the ones that definitely came closest to “expressing the real you.”
(Ivy decided this David Tutera person was a weed in need of some greening and paid a
quick visit to his Facebook page to see if he was gay. Learning he was, she returned
her attention to Harley.) A red blouse with poufy clown sleeves and black jeans, that’s
what Harley wanted to wear. At first, Ivy couldn’t imagine why it bothered her, but
now… a black dress, cotton candy canapés and carnival game decorations… Harley
wasn’t just there as a distraction, she was doing RESEARCH. She was going into these
places more or less as herself because in her mind, she was planning her own wedding.
Ivy felt a wave of nausea at the thought—in her imagination, while she and Harley
were talking, a giant spectre of Joker appeared over them like the genii from the lamp,
grinning down them with yellowed crooked teeth. Poison Ivy, Gaia’s Chosen Vessel
and Goddess of Green, was not about to let that grinning hyena overturn her plans, but
she did give Harley a rosebud to wear in her hair, “for luck,” who would report back
anything said in the salesroom that Ivy should know.
Once again, while Harley kept the sales staff occupied (“I haven’t picked the dresses yet,
but the colors are going to be taken from these carousel horses…”), Ivy snuck in the back.
She had no difficulty finding the order with one pair of turquoise, one salmon and one
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yellow pair of crystal-studded satin slingbacks grouped together. She had enormous
difficulty trying to find some way to introduce flowers into the situation.
Not to mention, the crystals reminded her of the Swarovski-studded cat mask Dolce
and Gabbana created for a Vogue cover. That cover should have been Ivy’s. Nina
Ricci produced a fantastical Poison Ivy evening gown, but who was the on the cover?
Catwoman.
Ivy decided she really had too much to do without going the extra mile introducing
flowers into Selina’s wedding dress. It was enough that she was defending the
proceedings. If the bridesmaids did outshine the bride, Selina would just have to fall
back on her Vogue glories.
(“Pbbbbbt, not crazy about all the white satin. Seem a little on the nose if ya know what I
mean.”)
The shoes did have an order number, so the trip wasn’t wasted. The order number
allowed Ivy to find the correct lot at Louise, where she was horrified to see the
headbands in pastel silk had been replaced with miniature black tophats with bits of
colored netting that dipped down over the eyes.
Ivy seethed. Even though she knew what Scarecrow and Hatter were up to, the
evidence of it made her angry. She ordered the rose buds to split up. Half would
attach themselves to the tophats in case that wily little Tetch switched them back, the
other half would attach themselves to the headbands Selina’s bridesmaids should have
had in the first place. Ivy picked the three headbands in the room that seemed the
closest match for the dresses and the shoes, and she swapped them for the top hats.
Then she took down the address where the order would be delivered…
(“Oooh, oooh, oooh! I don’t like the cut crystal so much, but the smooth ones look like dew
drops. I didn’t even THINK about a Singing in the Rain theme!”)

Once upon a time, Ra’s al Ghul kidnapped Selina Kyle. He did it simply to achieve a
sitdown with Batman. Bruce Wayne was dating her, it was a given that if DEMON
took her, Batman would know within hours. It was a given he would identify the base
where she was taken, it was a given he would be storming into the throne room by
sunset the following day.
That flight to Mongolia was the most grueling Batman had ever experienced. He
hadn’t permitted himself to realize how vulnerable he’d become, how opening himself
up to his feelings for Selina opened him up to that loss. “When I was ten my parents were
shot to death in a smalltime mugging. Happened right in front of me.” It was a bigger trust
moment than telling her his name. It was bigger than saying “I love you.” It was
certainly bigger than knowing she hadn’t taken some trinket from the historical
museum. Everything he is, was, and would ever be stemmed from that one fact, and
he told her. And now Ra’s had her. She could be dead already… like his parents.
It took nine and a half hours for the Batwing to reach Mongolia. The teleport to
Atlantis required only a ten minute layover at the Watchtower. Batman had grunted at
Vixen as he passed the monitor womb, but since junior Leaguers tended to be overlyofficious when they pulled monitor duty, she followed him. He was at the door of his
private quarters. The “Big Seven” each had a room on the station. Some personalized
it like a small apartment, some used it as an office. Batman’s was neither. He only
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used it to avoid chit-chat with other Leaguers during these layovers. But since Vixen
looked like she was trying to be helpful and did not seem mindlessly chatty, he said he
was on his way to Atlantis and had her watch his time for him rather than using the
automated system.
Ten minutes.
Ten minutes that were every bit as tortuous as that flight to Mongolia. Ten minutes
that dug into his guts and twisted them around a needlepoint as he once again traveled
to see Ra’s because of Selina.
“When I was ten my parents were shot to death in a smalltime mugging. Happened right in
front of me.”
Ra’s never intended to bring that vulnerability to his attention. As was so often the
case back then, Ra’s was smaller than Batman gave him credit for. He wanted a
meeting on his own turf, and because he knew Batman was Bruce Wayne, taking the
woman Wayne was dating was a means to that end. That was all.
“When I was ten my parents were shot to death in a smalltime mugging. Happened right in
front of me.”
Bruce shut his eyes, trying to block the memory of that flight to Mongolia and the
realizations it brought with it.
As so often happens, barring the door against one memory allowed another to come
through the window: In the Batcave, years after the kidnaping, watching tapeloops of
Selina and Catwoman, in the past and in the present, running side by side. “I can’t
marry her, Alfred.” That realization, painful as death. “Maybe to me, marriage will
always mean dead in an alley.”
Then the devil thought, creeping into his mind like a spider… “Maybe to me, marriage
will always mean dead in an alley.” How much of that feeling was born during that flight
to Mongolia?
“Ten minutes, Batman. Ready to move on?”
Batman looked up sharply, realizing instantly where he was and that Vixen was
standing in the doorway to his quarters.
He grunted and walked to the teleporters. A part of him wanted to return to
Gotham and speak to Alfred, but not in the middle of a case. And certainly not when
they were at DefCon1.

The Roff Soho. Hm. Ivy couldn’t say she was impressed so far. If she had the
gardens at Wayne Manor at her disposal, or even the garden terrace outside the Wayne
penthouse, she wouldn’t waste her time with a hotel. Still, Selina’s complete lack of
taste had a very definite upside. Roff Soho had three different wedding venues. They
hosted so many ceremonies, receptions and rehearsal dinners, they had a backstage
operation that functioned like a wedding factory. Part of that operation was a bowl of
flowers on every table. And unlike Aria, the shoe boutique or the milliners, they were
a full service hotel with an ample supply of heterosexual males on the staff.
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Once upon a time, His Majesty Orin, the King of Atlantis, was Arthur Curry, the son
of a lighthouse keeper. Once upon a time, he studied surface history like any other
surface schoolboy. When his destiny unfolded and he rose to become king, Arthur
revisited those early lessons with an eye to his new position. One of the many models
he examined was Julius Caesar. He didn’t care about the military conquests or the
political machinations achieving a dictatorship, he focused on the simple fact that
Julius Caesar was never groomed to be king. He was not born into the role like Orin’s
predecessors, the heir to a hereditary monarchy, knowing from birth he would one day
rule an empire. He was, like Arthur, making it up as he went along.
The Caesarean strategy Arthur liked best was the way he behaved in victory: rather
than claiming the heads of everyone who stood against him, he often offered
friendship. Having every right to demand their deaths, he shamed them with shows of
clemency. When Ra’s al Ghul became a prisoner of Atlantis, Arthur saw this was the
attitude to take. Once a week, whenever he was in the city, he paid a visit to the
Demon’s Head’s cell. He inquired after his prisoner’s comfort as if it were a hotel.
Offered to adjust the pressure controls if Ra’s was having any discomfort. He said
surfacers often suffered digestive troubles in their first weeks under water.
The Pride of Ra’s al Ghul tried to bend this treatment into tribute: he was a prisoner,
yes, as other great kings had been imprisoned throughout history. He tried to convince
himself that all this personal attention was the act of respect from another monarch.
An imprisoned king was, after all, still addressed as sire. Invariably, as soon as Ra’s
convinced himself, the door would open. As soon as he decided that what seemed like
condescension was merely the deference accorded to his station and caste, the door
would open and that glib smile of Aquaman’s toppled the whole structure. The
delicate house of cards Ra’s had built up so painstakingly would be decimated by that
simple phrase, “Good morning, Demon’s Head” and then the smile.
It had been a week, and once again, Ra’s had rearranged the facts to his liking: From
Alexander to Caesar, those who would wield power sometimes found their liberties
curtailed. From Princes of Wales to Tsars and Shoguns, it happened. World conquest
cannot be achieved without risk, and risk means you may lose. When those losses
occur, one find oneself captive. Yet the greatness of Ra’s al Ghul was still recognized,
and he was treated as one whose achievements…
The door opened. But this time, there was no affability in the figure who stood in the
doorway. No ease of manner in his stance. And no smile of any kind.
“Detective!” Ra’s beamed, as if a cosmic void demanded a smile occur and tapped
the path of least resistance to achieve it.
Batman merely scowled, and glanced around the two-room suite. Arthur’s assistant
Valerina had told him Atlantean detention cells were opulent by surface standards,
and she didn’t exaggerate. There was a sitting room with a table, a couch, and two
chairs situated under a trio of scrolls depicting a coral reef.
“Ra’s,” Batman said evenly.
Then he paused, waiting. Ra’s was a villain prone to the “Let’s be civilized” routine.
When Batman was brought in as a prisoner or burst in to rescue hostages, even if he
was only there for information, Ra’s was all smiling civility. “Come in, Detective.
Always a pleasure to see you again…” Batman always found the pretense annoying,
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but he was curious to see if Ra’s would do it now, when he was not on his own turf
and he had no control over the situation.
“Do come in, Detective. Allow me to offer you some refreshment. They have a
rather interesting tea here, blended from nori seaweed, I am given to understand…”
Batman still found the pretense irritating, but his curiosity was satisfied as to Ra’s al
Ghul’s psychology. He sat, refused the tea, and put up with five minutes of social
pleasantries while Ra’s poured for himself, sipped, and discussed the triptych of scrolls
on the wall like Richard Flay at an art exhibition. At last, he sat down his cup and a
more familiar tone settled over the table.
“So, Detective, to what do I owe the pleasure?”
“Don’t you know?” Batman graveled ominously.
“It is an unfortunate condition of my incarceration that I do not get news from the
outside world. Perhaps you would enlighten me.”
Batman’s eyes bored into Ra’s al Ghul’s as if he knew that trick. His own eyes gave
away nothing… but neither did the Demon’s.
“Odd, I assumed they would have told you. You’re from Dessouk.”
Ra’s looked vaguely amused.
“Ismaïlia,” he said patiently.
“Ah. Well, your Justice League file says Dessouk, so Aquaman believes that’s your
birthplace. I assumed they would have told you.”
“Told me what?” Ra’s asked, a note of genuine exasperation creeping in under the
faux bewilderment.
“It obviously isn’t important,” Batman said, standing to leave.
“Detective, I must insist you enlighten me. You’ve come all this way to see me to
impart some message, you can’t simply wander off leaving it undelivered.”
Batman sighed as if reaching a decision.
“Do you remember the time you grabbed Ms. Kyle to make me come to Mongolia?”
“Of course. I found her conversation far superior to that of the caped children on
previous occasions.”
“Do you remember why you wanted to see me?” Batman cut him off curtly.
“I do. My daughter had framed your Catwoman for some petty theft, using my
agents, in a manner that was not at all subtle or worthy of DEMON, and I wished to
make that known to you.”
“Exactly,” Batman nodded. “This is similar. The Justice League engaged in a battle
with some galactic vampires in the skies over Dessouk, and the damage to the town
was considerable. I thought you were from Dessouk and wanted to assure you it was
nothing deliberate, malicious or personal.”
The Demon’s Head drew himself up and looked to the side, touched and moved by
this first sign of real respect from his great enemy.
“Thank you, Detective,” he said formally, with a regal nod of the head. “This was a
very thoughtful and gracious act on your part. And I accept your assurance that,
though I am not from Dessouk, the destruction of that which you believed to be my
birthplace was not deliberate.”
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Batman remained in character while he left Ra’s al Ghul’s cell, while he walked up
the hallway where Valerina waited to meet him, and as he walked with her back to
Arthur’s office. Once he reached it, he punched the wall.
“I take it things didn’t go well,” Arthur said blandly.
“I gave him a dozen opportunities to say something,” Batman hissed. “I even brought
up Selina. He didn’t connect a single dot in the right way. He really doesn’t know
anything.”
“I believe I told you that,” Arthur said casually.
“He doesn’t know a thing. The preposterous story I just told him—He has no
knowledge of the surface world at all.”
“I believe I told you that, too,” Arthur repeated.
“I know,” Batman said quietly.
The younger Leaguers would have taken it as an insult: Batman refusing to take their
assurance at face value, insisting on coming to Atlantis himself and talking to Ra’s in
person. But Arthur wasn’t prone to the defensive kneejerks of the insecure. He was
able to see past the imagined insult to the real cause:
“You wanted it to be him.”
“Yes,” Bruce admitted. “If it isn’t, then who is behind this? Strange, Nigma, Luthor,
some old rival of Catwoman’s? No one else fits. Someone playing the long game, who
knows what buttons to push, using the Rogues to keep me occupied while…”
He stopped, mid sentence. Using the Rogues…
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FRANK PENTANGELLI
Nothing said “Godfather” like a big mob wedding.
Carmine Falcone was Roman, literally. He tried to pass off his nickname as a
positive. Frank Pentangelli in The Godfather: “The Corleone family was like the Roman
Empire.” The romance of that Hollywood Cosa Nostra: “You were around the old
timers who dreamed up how the families should be organized, how they based it on
the old Roman Legions and called them 'Regimes'... with the 'Capos' and 'Soldiers’…'”
The reality was very different. Other bosses were from Sicily or Naples. They had
alliances with Palermo. They could borrow soldati for special jobs. Men with absolute
personal loyalty—Old World loyalty that spanned generations—men committed to
them personally because they were the sons of soldiers who had served the father of the
capo that served the father of the underboss that served the father of the Don who was
sending them to America. When men with those connections spoke of “The Roman,” it
wasn’t a term of respect. It meant “The Outsider.”
And Carmine knew it.
Since he could never measure up by their standards, Carmine threw out their
yardstick and substituted his own: the godfathers of Hollywood, the ones of those epic
morality plays. What’s a Lucchese or a Bonanno compared to Marlon Fucking
Brando? “The Corleone family was like the Roman Empire.” Don Vito was an
emperor, and so was Roman Falcone.
And nothing said “The Godfather” like a big mob wedding—the world’s
introduction to those movie mobsters began at the wedding of Connie Corleone.
Carmine had no daughter—which was just as well, since it was Sicilians who couldn’t
refuse a request on their daughter’s wedding day. Hosting on the groom’s side was
better, it would give him all the prestige without that whiff of Sicily.
Neither of the twins looked like they would be tying the knot any time soon, so
Carmine’s godson Anthony was his one real chance to play the part. He’d found a nice
enough girl. An alliance with Gotham would be good for the Pelaccis, but that didn’t
cost Carmine anything. And the status he expected to reap from this event was
considerable…

Ramon’s Café & Bar Lounge in Lubbock, Texas. It looked like it had popped out of a
painting of some Mediterranean fishing town in the fifties, and the owner—though he
was an elderly white guy named Stu—had a taste for Hispanic culture, so there were
always spicy dishes sizzling away in the kitchen and the relaxed strumming of a
Spanish guitar coming from the stereo. It was a nice little bar to come and relax in after
the grease and sweat of the auto shop, and while the décor was a bit cheesy, the guys
liked the atmosphere. It reminded Miguel of the photos his dad kept from the old
place back in Havana.
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Miguel was Cuban-American; José, Puerto Rican; and they weren't quite sure about
Hernando. He always claimed to have blood from wherever they happened to be
talking about at the time. But he was as deft at a hand of poker as he was with a
wrench, he told a dirty joke as well as he could repair a steering rack, so he was
welcome to the after-work get-togethers. His friend Rick, though...
“Crap,” Miguel muttered under his breath, after giving a salute and a broad grin to
Stu on the way in, “Look who.”
It was a quiet night, only Stu, one waitress, a couple of regulars, a scruffy gringo
slouched at the bar chewing on a matchstick, and Hernando, waiting two seats down—
with Rick in tow. Miguel hid the scowl in what he hoped might be a friendly smile,
but it ended up as a kind of fixed, toothy smirk.
“Hey, Rick.”
“Hey, my homeboys,” Rick said, swaggering up as he did with his crotch thrust out
and his shoulders tilted, slapping them both on the upper arms, “Wassup? Been a
while since my bros invited me to the poker game. You jokers ready to lose?”
“Only when you are, hombre,” José said with a small, mirthless smile.
Rick laughed too loudly and too long. Always overdoing it, Miguel thought. What a
poser. Hernando seems to think it's so damn funny.
Rick was that particular kind of college dropout punk who wanted to hang with
Latinos because he thought it gave him street cred, and he thought the way to fit in was
to talk the talk and walk the walk. Unfortunately, his idea of machismo was to
blatantly harass every woman he saw and pick a fight with every man he came across.
And Hernando, the idiot, encouraged him! Called him “Ricardo” to his face just to
laugh behind his back when he got himself into trouble.
Miguel wasn’t sure which of them he counted as the bigger asshole. He shared as
subtle a glance with José as he could get away with, and jerked his head toward their
usual table, farthest from the bar and nearest the pool tables.
“C'mon, let's get the game going before it gets too late,” Miguel said, “Got my girl
home from work at nine, and sorry, I ain't keepin' her waiting, not even for my boys.”
“Yo-yo, man, sure thing, man,” said Rick, but they were only halfway to the poker
table when, across the pub in the small lounge area the boys jokingly referred to as ‘the
VIP room,’ someone turned on the TV… to a Spanish soap opera, no less. Rick
apparently felt compelled to say, “Ugh, what is that shit? Don’t they have anything
better to watch? Like Lost reruns or something?”
The other boys froze up, and turned as one to see a shadow move in the high-backed
lounge chair by the TV. It was only a small movement, such a casual little reaction, but
Miguel couldn’t shake the image of a mountain rumbling before an avalanche.
The seated man picked up the remote and cranked the volume up.
“Hey asshole! We’re trying to talk here!” Rick near-shouted, already starting to strut
over there, “Who the hell does that guy think he is?”
José grabbed his shoulder, and pulled him back, “Bigger than you, amigo. A lot
bigger. That’s all you need to know.”
“What, you guys know that clown?”
“No,” Miguel said, glaring hard at Hernando for bringing this dipshit to their
favorite bar for the second time and twice watching him try to start a fight. In a nice
little family-owned place like this! “He’s just a regular,” his voice lowered and
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hardened, and he pulled Rick aside, toward their table, “Look, big quiet guy, sits over
there on his own, watches soaps and wrestling and C.S.I. He doesn't bother anyone, so
we don't bother him, comprende? Stu likes his repeat customers, so we wouldn't want
to cause him any trouble, ok?”
“’Kay, whatever, bro,” said Rick. Then, after a few moments of quiet, as they sat
down at the table and started setting up for their poker game, Rick’s attention
wandered back to the big man. It was hard to say just how big he was, sitting down
with his back to them, but they could see his shoulders, his knees, spilling out of the
frame of the chair he sat in, and his hands moving over a coffee table in front of him. “I
could take him. Big chunky guy like that, probably can’t even move. What’s he
doing?”
“Probably solitaire,” said Miguel, shuffling the deck, “He plays that a lot. That or
chess, or backgammon, or some game like that. I saw him with one of the Japanese
ones once. Pulled out a board and pieces and everything and played it right in there
while he was watching TV. Go? Shogi? Can’t remember which is which.”
“Who’s he play with?” Rick asked, still giving what he thought were furtive glances
over his shoulder, but which made him look like a frightened pigeon bobbing his head
around.
Miguel bit back a sigh, “Nobody.”
“He sits around playing chess with himself?” Rick asked.
“No, he plays against himself,” said José, flagging the cute waitress over and winking
at her as he made an order. When she was gone he continued, “Can’t figure out if he
likes winning or losing.”
“What a freak,” Rick muttered, scowling at the back of the distant chair.
“I heard he lives upstairs,” said Hernando in a stage whisper, oblivious to Miguel’s
glaring, “Stu’s got him in that old studio space. The one that chica was hosting the salsa
classes in before, remember?”
“Who could forget? Man, she was hot,” said José.
“Hot like your mom,” Miguel laughed, cutting the deck and dealing.
“Maybe he’s like, some retired wrestler or something,” Hernando said, getting
excited.
“What,” Rick said, “like that movie with Mickey Rourke?”
“The one where Marisa Tomei plays a stripper?” José said, cupping his hands over
his chest and gyrating, “Oye loca! Work that pole baby! What a MILF, man, been
waiting to see those hubbas since I was like nine years old—”
“I didn’t see it,” Rick said, “Doesn’t the dude die in the end or something?”
That led to a conversation about professional wrestling, which mutated swiftly into
an impassioned half-hour exploration of the art of Lucha libre, something three of the
boys had a passion for, and Rick obviously did not.
“…No way man,” José said, slapping the table to emphasize his point, “There won’t
ever be another El Santo.”
“I ain’t arguin’ with you man,” said Miguel, lighting a cig as he looked over his
hand, “I’m just sayin’, you can’t live in the past, there’s been some grade-A badass
luchadores since those days. It’s okay to like the new dudes too, eh?”
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“But El Santo, Blue Demon, Black Shadow – those guys were legends,” José protested,
“the feud between La Pareja Atómica and Los Hermanos Shadow, I mean, when Santo
unmasked Black Shadow and led to Blue Demon’s choice to go técnico, it rocked the
whole world man. It was like the Rumble in the Jungle of wrestling. No man, better
than that! Those guys ain’t never been matched. Ain’t never been topped. S’all I’m
sayin’, man.”
Miguel saw, out of the corner of his eye, the huge shadow at the TV turn its head
slightly.
“Hey man, he has a point,” Hernando was saying, “I like Rey Misterio plenty, but
he’s no Santo. Santo is the best.”
“Was, man, he died in the eighties, didn’t he?”
“Is,” Hernando insisted, “He’s not dead. You can’t kill El Santo, he’s immortal.”
José rolled his eyes, “Oh not the conspiracy stuff again. Look, they can dress anyone
up in Santo’s costume and pretend he’s still alive, he wears a freaking full face mask.
Like that Batman guy, you know? He’s probably like seven guys, they just replace him
whenever one gets killed or gets too old—”
“No man, I’m serious, Santo is totally alive.”
Was it Miguel’s imagination, or was the big guy listening to their conversation?
“And Plastic Man is totally Elvis, right?”
“He is!” Hernando slapped the table, “The Gotham Post said—”
“Man, you always think anything the Gotham Post says is legit. You like the place
so much, why don’t you move there?”
Miguel glanced over at the big guy again. He had his head tilted, sitting dead still.
He had to be listening, Miguel was sure of it. But before he could confirm his curiosity,
Rick’s mouth opened, and out it came.
“Shouldn’t have brought up that stupid movie,” he muttered, tossing down his poor
hand and chugging his fourth beer. “Who cares about some old fart wrestler? WWE,
WWF, your fuckin’ lucha, it’s all fake anyway. I mean c’mon, how staged is it?
They’re just a bunch of posers in tights. Like ballet or some shit, just with stupidlooking masks.”
Miguel knew he was sitting there with his mouth open, looking like an idiot, but he
couldn’t help it. He knew Rick was a jerkass, and a flyweight drinker, and a sore loser
at poker, but this was a level of stupid he just couldn’t comprehend. He saw the other
guys, even Hernando, staring at Rick with blank expressions and tense necks and
shoulders, like wolves waiting to pounce.
“They probably all end up as drunken has-beens when they run out of money for
roids and whores,” Rick jerked his thumb at the big guy in the corner, “like that loser.”
Miguel’s stunned disbelief gave way to a hot flush of old-fashioned Latin anger. But
before that could burst into words, or maybe a fist in Rick’s teeth, a cold went through
him that snuffed out the fire and went right down into his bones. It wasn’t a sound
that did it. It was the lack of it.
The room had become deathly still.
Someone had muted the TV.
Miguel, Hernando, José, Stu, the waitress, the scruffy guy at the bar, everyone
stopped and stared at the hulking titan slowly, quietly walking across the room. Only
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Rick, with his back to the TV area, kept his voice going, oblivious to the shadow falling
over him.
“I mean I thought you guys were better than those redneck faggots I used to hang
out with, all on their knees kissing Stone Cold Steve Austin’s ass like he’s some fuckin’
hero, swearing it’s all real and gettin’ all butthurt if anyone says it’s not—HULGH!!”
Five big fingers clamped over the top of Rick’s head and lifted him out of his seat
like he was made of paper, then slowly turned him around into a puff of cigar smoke.
The man behind it was bigger than he’d looked sitting down. His shirt didn’t hide the
network of scars and stretch marks crisscrossing his brawny arms any more than it hid
the paunch growing around the top of his jeans. And the layer of fat couldn’t hide the
framework of what must have been a monster’s physique. The man smiled at Rick,
then plucked the fat, smoldering Cuban from his lips. Rick’s horrified eyes indicated
he clearly expected it to be stubbed out on his forehead, but instead, the big man
crushed it into the ashtray on their table, right in front of Miguel.
“Tonight,” he said, in a deceptively soft voice, “We find out who the father of Lucia’s
baby is. I have been waiting to know this for three months. What I will say, you will
not interrupt.”
“Heymanputhimdown…” Hernando mumbled so half-heartedly Miguel almost
didn’t hear him. When the big man ignored him, he sunk down in his seat with a
‘there, I tried, nobody say I didn’t’ look on his face.
“Lucha libre,” the big man continued, his voice growing quieter and quieter—and
paradoxically more frightening, “is a passion play, a poem to life itself. These men
uphold values. Honor. Tradition. Respect. Things a little buzzing fly can never
understand.”
Rick shook like a leaf, his hands twitching at his sides, looking like he wanted to grab
the big guy’s wrist to stabilize himself but was too afraid of having his neck snapped to
try. “Please, man…” he blubbered.
“Now, what did I say?” the voice tightened, and so did the fingers while Rick
squealed like a piglet. “The things a little fly doesn’t understand, a little fly doesn’t talk
about. ¿Comprende?”
Rick tried to nod, but with his head in that iron grip, he could only shake harder than
he already was.
“Good. Because,” the big man leaned in with his eyes boring into Rick’s, “if you
push me again tonight,” he said the last in a gentle whisper, “I will break you.”
He lowered Rick into his seat and patted his shoulder, then turned away and walked
back to the TV room. The only sound was Rick’s terrified sobbing. Even the scruffy
guy had stopped chewing his matchstick. The giant picked up the remote and unmuted the television…
“-is the real father of my baby!” the woman on the screen blurted in Spanish, with a
slow close-up zoom as dramatic music swelled. Then the image and the music faded
out together, and the credits began to roll.
The big man’s shoulders lifted and fell. A breath went through him, a long,
growling rumble, like thunder on the horizon. Then he turned and calmly looked at
Rick. At his sides, his fingers flexed, and his knuckles popped audibly.
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Rick screamed, fell off his chair, breaking the legs as he kicked frantically to his feet
and scrambled for the door. He left it flapping in his wake as he ran off into the street.
The big man looked at the three men remaining. He walked to the bar and thumbed
a small wad of cash out of his wallet, laying it down in front of Stu.
“For the chair,” he said to Stu, with a little nod of his head, and he addressed the
boys as he walked past them to the back door and the stairs leading to his apartment,
“Enjoy your game.”
José blew out a held breath as the door closed behind the huge guy, “Holy. Shit.”
“I thought we were dead, man,” Hernando said, “Dead.”
“He shouldn’t have dissed lucha,” Miguel said. “Not in our part of town. He’s a
loser, Hernando, you get it now? He’s got no respect. He’s just going to keep doing
this until he gets his ass killed.”
“Hey man, that big guy, do you think he might have been…”
None of them saw the door, which had just been closed, click partly open, as the big
man paused beyond it and listened.
“No way bro, that’s crazy talk.”
“But who else could just pick a guy up in one hand like it was nothing? I mean that
was… Did you see the way he tensed up when Rickhead started pissing on lucha…”
“It can’t be. It couldn’t possibly, man. He wasn’t that big a guy… Hell, nobody’s as
big as that guy who just walked outta here…”
“It is man, I’m telling you, it’s him. Rick dissed lucha and he said, did you hear it?
He said he would break him…”
The big man let the slow smile grow. Could it be, after all these years, someone
still… remembered? What he had been, and what he’d done?
“I’m telling you, it’s him!”
Could he dare to hope?
“…It’s El Santo!”

Anthony Marcuso sat on his bed looking down on a pair of tarnished cufflinks. He
dug them out thinking he should wear them to the wedding, but they were bigger and
tackier than he remembered and now he was having second thoughts.
He didn’t have many memories of his father. “Trigger Marc” Marcuso was in prison
for most of his son’s life, then he was dead. Anthony mourned on principle, and he
made yearly donations at St. Swithuns for all the masses his mother requested, but
there was little sentiment in the gesture. There was no animosity in the lack of feeling,
Anthony simply didn’t know the man.
He was grateful to his father. He was Carmine Falcone’s godson, and that was
Harry Marcuso’s doing. He knew from that one ballgame when he was fourteen. His
father was out of prison, and instead of coming over for Sunday dinner, his dad took
him out to Gotham Stadium to see The Gotham Rogues beat the living tar out of the
Pittsburgh Steelers. Then they went for a walk and his father said “You know what
your name means? It means ‘priceless, flourishing, successful.’ The first Antony was
what they called an orator, that means he had the gift of the gab. Like a salesman, you
know? Don’t you let anybody start calling you Tony, you hear me? Your name is
Anthony. Anthony Marcuso.”
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His mother explained on her deathbed: Trigger Marc had never been a big man in
the Falcone family, but he was high enough to see Carmine The Roman a couple times
a year and shrewd enough to realize the guy’s Godfather fixation. “The old timers that
organized the first families, they based it on the old Roman Legions, and called them
'Regimes' with the capos and soldiers…” Like everybody who was anybody didn’t
remember that bit from The Godfather. That old guy, Frank Pentangelli, who took over
for Clemenza after his death: “The Corleone Family was like the Roman Empire.”
Only Carmine The Roman could think he could go around quoting Frank Fuckin’
Pentangelli without anybody noticing.
Harry wasn’t a big shot in the Falcone family, but he was smart enough to realize his
boss wanted to be The Godfather from the movies. He wasn’t a big shot, he was never
going to be, but he saw a chance to give his son more. He gave Carmine a chance to be
a real godfather, and since he was pretty low on the totem pole to be asking that kind
of honor, he gave his son a name that Carmine The Roman could never resist: Anthony
Marcuso. Just like that Mark Antony guy who avenged Caesar when he got whacked.
It worked. Carmine agreed to act as godfather, and Harry ordered his wife to always
use the boy’s full name. Every “Anthony Marcuso” was a subliminal reminder to The
Roman that if he wanted to be Caesar, he had a Mark Antony to stand at his side.
And it worked. Anthony couldn’t deny that Roman had given him opportunities
ahead of his years. Those first pump-and-dumps, taking over trucking when the
Russians moved into identity theft, now managing the Westies…
Anthony snapped the worn velvet box shut. He had his father’s name, that was the
real tribute. A pair of tacky cufflinks would only undermine the one real thing of value
Harry Marcuso had left his son.

“It’s El Santo!” The big man let another thunder-breath rumble through him. Then,
he yanked the door shut with a crunch as its edges splintered, and stalked up the stairs
to his apartment. He fumbled with his keys, unlocked the door, and strode into the
studio, feeling tired, poisonously bitter, and far older than the young man he still was.
What had he expected? Nobody cared anymore. He’d done it, the thing none of the
rest of them could, and they ignored him. Ignored him, because they were petulant
little children who couldn’t abide an outsider succeeding where they had failed. What
had he expected? Now, he was paying the price. Now, he was forgotten.
“If you cannot be both, it is better to be feared than loved,” he quoted Machiavelli to
the old, worn teddy bear sitting enshrined by his bed on a chair he’d reserved for it,
“Said a fifteenth century cabron with too much time on his hands.”
The bear looked back at him with the same stitched, sympathetic smile it had worn
since his childhood.
“Here’s what I say, Little Bear,” he said, “To be loved, that is the best of all things.
Better to be loved than feared,” picking up the bottle of tequila, he glared at the sip that
remained, “But if you can’t be loved, be feared...” He splashed the last on his tongue
and tossed the empty bottle in the trash, “If you can’t be feared, be hated. If you can’t
be hated—” he scowled, “Be ridiculed. Because if you can’t be ridiculed, you’ll be
forgotten, and—”
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“—to be forgotten is the worst of all things,” graveled a new voice, cast from a
shadow by the studio’s lonely window. The big man closed his eyes… and forced a
grim smile.
“I wasn’t expecting you,” he said, “but I knew you’d be here, after the bar. Stained
coat, fake moustache, stubble, toothpick. Smell of whisky and cigarettes. Changed
your walk, your posture. Would have fooled anyone but me, Señor Wayne.”
He turned to face the bat-eared shadow.
“You cannot hide the steel in a warrior’s eyes.”
Batman remained quiet for a time, studying the other. When he spoke, it was a
leveled, considering tone. “Lucha libre. It explains the mask.”
“I grew up on it. It was all they played on the TVs in Peña Dura,” the big man
shrugged. “So what? A man needs a symbol to inspire him. You of all people should
know that, Batman. Is that all?”
“…it explains the mask,” Batman finished, “and more. Blue Demon avenges his
partner’s humiliation by hunting down Santo and dealing him a defeat a whole
community remembers decades after the fact.” He lifted his eyes to meet those of the
man who had once aspired to be his greatest enemy. “Is that what it was about? Were
you trying to make me a part of your ‘storyline,’ carve your name into Gotham like it
was a wrestling ring?”
“It worked,” the big man whispered, his eyes shifting between their focus on his
hated rival and the bitter field of memories, “It worked. No matter what happened
after. I did it. None of you can take that from me.”
Batman narrowed his eyes, and poured his darkest, hardest gravel into the next
words.
“We have only one thing to talk about… Bane.”

Tony Russo, the Pelacci underboss with ties all over Bludhaven, had the most to gain
from a Pelacci-Falcone alliance. He always resented the way Falcone threw his weight
around as if Gotham was the center of the fuckin’ world. It’s what the whole world
thought, too, ‘cause of The Godfather and Goodfellas. The mobs were the Gotham mobs,
and The Don was The Gotham Don—Tony always hated it. From Keystone he hated it,
and from Bludhaven he really hated it. At first, he thought the proximity to Gotham
would enhance his prestige. Bludhaven even had its own freak show, one of those
costumed whackjobs that go around ‘fighting crime.’ You’d think a city protected by a
Batman-Junior would rate as a Gotham-Junior, but his stock among Gotham and
Keystone families seemed to plummet after the Bludhaven connections.
But if Old Man Pelacci became a major player in Gotham, that’d be a very different
thing.
So Tony’d done a lot to bring this wedding about. But he was fond of Susannah and
he never would have pushed Anthony Marcuso on her if he didn’t think The Roman’s
godson could make her happy. This marriage would be important for The Family…
tomorrow. Today, it was about the bride. There would be a time for family politics,
but today was all about making Susannah happy on her special day.
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..:: It’s not him. ::..
Selina forced air into her lungs to keep the emotion out of her voice:
“What? If it isn’t Ra’s, it isn’t Luthor, it isn’t… him. Bruce, we’re out of options.”
Since she’d watched the Batwing take off, there had been a steel cable of emotion
beginning with a rusted knot at the back of her neck, pulling down into another coiled
knot in her chest and then thrusting down at an angle through her gut into the small of
her back. When her comm vibrated, the whole thing started to ratchet against itself,
the tension pulling tighter and tighter while she opened the line, until the instant she
heard his voice..:: It’s not him. ::.. As soon as she did, there was no time to indulge in
Once Upon a Time dramas, and her mind snapped back to the issue at hand “If it isn’t
Ra’s, it isn’t Luthor, it isn’t… him. Bruce, we’re out of options…”
..:: Not quite. We’re out of masterminds. But what if… ::..
“What if it’s not a mastermind? What if it’s… what, some kind of big mistake?”
..::Yes. Selina, we aren’t getting married, so it can’t be ‘your’ wedding they’re targeting.
What if—::..
“Shit, it’s somebody else’s. The Arkham Repertory Theatre is planning their little
performance of Six Rogues in Search of a Bride to Piss Off at the wrong wedding.”
..:: … ::..
“No, it’s crazy. Unless Ivy was talking in code. I mean, who could be getting married in
Gotham that they could possibly mistake for US?”
..:: … ::..
“Bruce?”
..:: … ::..
“Bruce?”
..:: The Pelacci-Marcuso Wedding.::..
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ERRORS
Catwoman. Upside down. KWAK!
It wasn’t the first time Oswald Cobblepot was put in this position: trying to stare
down an interrogator with all the offended hauteur the situation demanded after a
ropeline had coiled around his ankles and hoisted him into the air like a prize turkey—
KWAK! It was the first time he found himself staring, not at an upside-down bat
emblem situated above a bat scowl, but at a very differently-shaped chest. There was
no comparing the diagonal strap of a black loot sack against the purple curves of a
catsuit with that annoying winged bat against that obnoxious yellow circle. The scowl
below was strikingly similar, however.
“What did you idiots do?!”
The style of interrogation was quite different.
“So help me, Oswald, if I don’t get some answers fast, I’m taking the thirty grand
you still owe from the Rosenthal Rubies out of your prized collection of antique
parasols. I’ll set up Vault again and steal Sly right out from under your oversized nose.
You know what that means: the club that has Sly for its bartender is the hub of the
underworld, and my very first item of business once I’m holding court again as queen
will be to tell Roxy what you told Eddie and Harv after that Christmas party—and I
think you know how she’ll retaliate...”
A few blocks to the south and several stories down, the smoking ruin of the Roff
SoHo smoldered. Fire engines, ambulance, SWAT and animal control competed with
news vans and bullet-proof limousines for the few precious feet of curb space that
wasn’t occupied by evacuation chutes, jumper nets, and an unmarked FBI surveillance
vehicle that had been overturned and set on fire.
A few blocks south of that and several stories up, Scarecrow hung by his ankles in
much the same position as Oswald Cobblepot. It was batline instead of cat-whip that
coiled around his ankles, and he was staring into the familiar bat emblem.
“ANSWERS! NOW!”

Roff SoHo, Downtown Gotham’s finest wedding venue.
Romance and elegance are the hallmarks of the Roff SoHo. With three separate reception
spaces to choose from, ceremony venues, and spacious pre-function spaces for receiving lines or
cocktails, the Roff SoHo can accommodate a wedding party of any size, from 50 to 500.
It was not unusual for a best man to reserve the hotel limousine for the night before
the wedding, to have it waiting to pick up the groom and groomsmen immediately
after the rehearsal dinner, and for him to have Andre the concierge call ahead to XTC-3
to ensure a prime table and special attention from the girls. Anthony Marcuso’s party
was only unique in that they had their own limo and driver. That meant the hotel staff
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would have no warning when the party was returning, so Andre asked the XTC
doorman to call when Marcuso’s party left.
They were a well behaved group when they returned: which meant they brought no
strippers back to the hotel and refrained from singing in the lobby or vomiting in the
elevators. There was the usual flutter of phone calls once they got to their rooms. The
kitchen dully sorted out the legitimate order for a late night cheeseburger from the
drunken ones for deep fried Mars bars, fried chicken with waffles, and observations on
how the term ‘room service’ might be misinterpreted. All drunks returning from XTC
seemed to make that jump, and all found it hilarious. Marcuso’s groomsmen were a bit
more graphic about the specific X-rated services they’d like to order off the room
services menu, but on the whole, they were a typical bachelor party and the Roff staff
geared up to treat them as such in the morning.
At 5 A.M. a maid came through to collect the shoes to be shined and breakfast order
cards from the doorknobs—all of which should have been left out by ten the night
before, but which grooms and groomsmen never remembered. A few minutes later, a
bellhop came through dropping a Gotham Times outside each door. A few minutes
after that, Oswald came through, replacing each Times with its staid headline about
rebels in Tripoli with a Gotham Post displaying a particularly graphic cover of Batman
kissing Catwoman. It wasn’t part of the original wreck-the-wedding plans, but
Oswald had seen the cover when he passed the newsstand. He couldn’t believe his
luck and bought the whole stack. For Bruce Wayne to start the day seeing his bride—
or the Post’s goggled facsimile at any rate—massaging Batman's tonsils with her
tongue—KWAK! One didn’t let a gift like that pass unused.
At 6 o’clock, the maid returned with the shoes. She left each pair outside the
appropriate door, noticed the picture of the very hot Batman/Catwoman kiss on the
cover of the Post, and curious to read the story behind it, she took the paper from
outside the last room. A few minutes after that, Harley Quinn came through and
replaced each Post with a Wall Street Journal. Then she saw the empty space outside
the last door—SHIT! Did that mean the occupant was already up and had already
collected his paper. She hoped it wasn’t Bruce Wayne’s room—that would be terrible!
Seeing that big old awful Batman with those big old awful bat-gloves wrapped around
Catty that way, with his big old awful bat lips on her and everything! So she picked up
all the shoes, and knocked on the door. “Housekeeping! Got your shoes!” she called
out.
There was no answer, so she had to put all the shoes down to go find a maid and
steal a master key. She left them in a heap outside the last door, and as soon as she
disappeared down the hall, the service elevator dinged and Andre the concierge came
through with a cart of floral deliveries. There was a large arrangement for the bride
and the mothers, medium-sized ones for the bridesmaids, and a small box containing a
simple boutonniere for each of the groomsmen. Andre saw the deplorable heap of
shoes, but he had no time to deal with it just then. The delivery of the bridal
arrangement is what set the tone for her day, and the mothers had a big impact on
everyone’s tips. He had to get to the bridal floors before room service brought their
breakfasts, so he made a note to have someone come down later and sort out the
shoes. He returned to the service elevator but had to wait. It had been called back
down to the ground floor. While he waited, Harley returned and her eyes bulged as
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she saw someone in the hallway. His back was to her, but still... She tiptoed in her best
animated rabbit tip-toe up to the pile of shoes, took the first two she could lay her
hands on, used the master key and snuck inside the room with the missing newspaper.
Andre had an odd feeling, like a chill creeping up his neck, and he turned to look
behind him, half-expecting to see the ghost of Father Gotham… but the hallway was
empty. He took a few steps towards the center and the pile of shoes—but then the
service elevator dinged and the doors opened, revealing a waiter with two roomservice carts and a bellman with a rack of garment bags. Both rolled their respective
deliveries into the hall, allowing Andre to get on with his flower cart.
As he did, Andre noticed that both room service breakfasts consisted of only a single
glass: a SoHi, the Roff SoHo’s answer to The Prairie Oyster, hangover remedy of choice
for gentlemen who have been out drinking until four when they need to be standing in
the Eternity Chapel at eleven. He also noticed that he didn’t recognize the bellman.
That could have been because the guy was new, but was in fact because he was Special
Agent Pike of the Multi-Jurisdictional Task Force on Organized Crime.
The waiter left one of the breakfast trays outside each of the Falcone Twins’ rooms,
while Agent Pike, worried at having already been seen by two different hotel
employees, simply left the rack of garment bags between Anthony Marcuso’s room and
Jimmy Carbone’s. He saw the pile of shoes in the center of the hallway and decided to
put a pair into each of the garment bags to make the whole thing look more legitimate.
The door at the end of the hall opened silently, and Harley peered out. She couldn’t
guess what the bellman was doing with the shoes, but since he was wearing a hat, she
guessed it was Jervis’s doing. There was a loud snore behind her, and she closed the
door again before it could be heard.
Agent Pike had almost finished with the shoes when he felt a chill up the back of his
neck, a feeling of dread that any experienced agent should be above. He turned
around slowly, but the hall behind him was absolutely empty. Then the guest elevator
dinged and, just to be safe, he dove under one of the room service carts to hide himself.
Once again the door creaked open and Harley Quinn peered out. This time she saw
Jonathan Crane standing over a lone pair of shoes situated in the middle of the hallway
carpet. He looked down on them, puzzled. Then up at the ceiling, as if wondering
whether someone could have been pulled bodily into heaven, leaving only his shoes
behind. Finally Crane shrugged and—that creepy creepo creep!—he put something
into each of the drinks on the room service carts!
Another loud nasal rumble behind her forced Harley to close the door again. She
turned back to the room’s occupant, still snoring in his bed. At least it wasn’t Bruce
Wayne. She didn’t see any sign of a Gotham Post in the room, but since she had the
extra Wall Street Journal, she made it into a tent and laid it gingerly over his face. It
didn’t diminish the sound of that jet turbine snoring, but at least it cut the cloud of
bourbon fumes that came forth on every exhale. Now she just had to wait until the
hallway was quiet…
Outside, another ping of the guest elevator sent Crane scurrying under the second
room service cart. Tony Russo had been dispatched to check the boutonnieres and
make sure the FBI hadn’t planted any cameras or microphones inside them. He was
checking the third box when he heard one of the doors opening. He searched
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frantically for a place to hide—saw a pair of SHOES in the middle of the fucking hall,
that must be some fucked FBI thing—and in his panic, threw one shoe under each of
the room service carts (in his hysteria, he actually thought he heard them yelp) then
stepped into the center of the garment bags to hide himself, closed them around him
like curtains and hoped whoever came by didn’t notice the legs extending underneath.
The door opened. Tony Russo, who knew it was Anthony Marcuso’s room, saw a
blonde floozy coming out. Jonathan Crane, who thought it was Bruce Wayne’s room,
saw Harley Quinn coming out. Agent Pike, the only one who knew it was Marcuso’s
room and that it was the Joker’s girlfriend coming out before dawn on his wedding
day, was simultaneously searching Gotham Theme Criminal-Organized Crime
connections in the FBI database and wondering why someone had thrown a shoe into
his hiding place.
Meanwhile, on the bridesmaids’ floor, Jervis Tetch had snuck through and swapped
the lids of white hat boxes with the word “Louise Couture Millinery” in gold lettering
with those of gold boxes with the lettering in white. A few minutes later, Ivy came
through and switched them back. A few minutes after that, Drita came by and, sensing
that something was off, she opened two of the boxes and looked inside. She’d been
taught to always trust those instincts and assume ‘off’ meant the FBI, so she took out
both hats, shook them, felt around the netting, felt through all the tissue paper, and just
to be contrary, put them back in the opposite boxes. A few minutes later, Ivy returned
and put the hats back into their original boxes. A few minutes after that, Jervis came
back and once again switched the lids. A few minutes after that, the FBI really did
come in and swapped two of the boxes. Ivy returned and changed them back. Then
she stopped, doubting herself, and changed them again.
She paused, finger poised in the air, shifting back and forth trying to reconstruct the
last few changes (and looking like she was trying to solve a math problem on an
invisible blackboard) when Harley appeared with two eggs, a bottle of Worchester
sauce and two miniature cans of V8 tucked under her arm.
“Red, quick, how do you make a prairie oyster?”
Ivy had no damn idea and said so—But she knew there was no tomato juice, so she
told Harley to lose the V8—Just eggs and Worchester, she thought—and there might be
hot sauce involved—Or maybe cayenne pepper—You know what, call Sly.

For Harvey, the day began with a knock at the door and the curious experience
seeing his own face(s) staring back at him from the other side of the peep hole.
“Hagen,” he said, greeting his visitor. “Maybe not the best way to announce
yourself,” he grumbled as Matt Hagen glorped into his usual clay form once he was
inside the door.
“I’ve found it’s most effective for calling on fellow rogues,” he said. “They know it’s
me. And people are reluctant to shoot at themselves.”
The news wasn’t good: Hagen had been amusing himself trying new noses at the
Iceberg, using character actor Ian McNeice as the base. Norm Pace, the Channel 6
sportscaster was giving the scores on the TV over the bar, and apparently, a younger
thinner Ian McNeice wearing Norm Pace’s shnoz is the spitting image of Victor Friez’s
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old henchman Frost. Two of Scarecrow’s boys came up to him and gave him the
details on a big operation going down in SoHo…
This is where the coin came out, because Two-Face didn’t have a lot of patience with
long drawn-out stories that didn’t involve strippers or killing Batman. The coin came
up scarred, the revolver came out, and Matt Hagen morphed his chest into a big bull’seye and invited Two-Face to fire away. Two-Face swore, put his gun away, and Hagen
continued:
Scarecrow, Hatter, Freeze and Penguin were all mobilizing to stop Selina’s wedding.
Oswald had come to Matt a while back, hinting about something, but Matt hadn’t paid
much attention. Oswald was always trying to get Clayface’s shapeshifting abilities on
his payroll, and since Hagen had no use for money, Oswald was always trying some
new appeal. But now it looked like this is what he was getting at: a bunch of the
Rogues didn’t want Selina becoming Mrs. Bruce Wayne and they were going all out to
stop it. Matt tried calling C.W. directly, but she wasn’t answering her phone.

..:: You’ve reached Selina Kyle. She’s a little busy right now doing things that good little girls
don’t talk about, but if you ask nicely, she’ll think about getting back to you. Leave some catnip
after the meow.::..
Eddie hung up. Fourteen texts. No responses. Now she didn’t answer her phone.
Enough.
He walked to the newsstand, picked up a Times and returned to his lair. He stopped
in the kitchen, picked up a pen and a beer, settled into his favorite chair and… froze.
On the way to the crossword, he’d glimpsed it. It was just a flash as he turned the
page, but somehow he knew—he KNEW—it was her. He knew she’d be with Wayne,
he knew she’d be smiling up at him with that damnable party smile of hers, and he
knew—he KNEW—she’d be engaged in some act of hypocrisy that would make him
want to KILL any other woman in the world—but which she’d pfft away as ‘felinity:
take it or leave it’ and what could he do?
He’d frozen, paper in hand, his head turned away and his eyes closed, his neck
stretched far to the side as if keeping the paper as far from his peripheral vision as he
could get. Now he let his far hand scrunch into a fist as he opened his eyes. He heard
the crinkle but he ignored it for a full second, and then, slowly and deliberately, he
turned back to the paper and turned back the page… The flash he glimpsed was a
picture alright. And the word Wayne. The Society page… Hermoine’s Society ChitChat covering some shindig at Gotham Stadium. “GCN AT THE WAYNE SKYBOX
RECEPTION” the headline read above the picture. And below “COURTING MEDIA
BEFORE ROGUES-METRO GAME.”
And there she was, smiling up at him in the picture. That damnable party smile.
Wearing a Gotham Rogues ballcap—not the real Rogues, of course, but the football
team. The blasted Gotham Rogues FOOTBALL TEAM! And a WayneTech polo shirt.
Eddie squinted at the picture, trying to see it as a riddle: Selina, the Catwoman,
sporting the emblem of roguery and at the same time wearing the name and logo of the
man who fought them. There was a time, he was sure, he could look at this picture and
think she’d staged a puzzle just to amuse him, or maybe as a present, or possibly as a
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prank. But he would see the riddle in it rather than the gut-wrenching hypocrisy. But
then icy intellect intruded, taking the pieces of a jigsaw he’d turned and twisted to
resemble a certain picture and coolly pointing out that they wouldn’t fit together that
way: There was a time he would have thought that of Selina, but that was long before
he knew Wayne was Batman. He wouldn’t have seen anything in this picture back
then because, to his uniformed eyes, there would be no contradiction—and therefore
no riddle—to see.
“Enough,” he said, throwing down the paper and getting up for another beer. He
would call one more time to warn her, just one more time, but if she didn’t pick up this
time (and if the first words out of her mouth were not an apology) then that was
enough. He’d done as much as a man could, and if…
There was a knock at the door, and Eddie had the bizarre experience of seeing
himself on the other side of the peep hole, standing next to Two-Face.

Roff SoHo, Downtown Gotham’s finest wedding venue.
Last minute guests? No problem. With auxiliary spaces like the Spring Terrace adjacent to
the Hudson Ballroom, our expert staff can easily adapt to last minute additions without anyone
suspecting it wasn’t planned from the beginning…
Eddie, Harvey and Matt had argued the whole drive into SoHo. Eddie insisted it
was all a big mistake, Selina was not getting married! Matt insisted she was. They
were all at the Iceberg the night the news broke. Then Oswald had come to his lair
hinting about it. And now he had news of this plot, straight from the henchmen: no
fewer than four rogues united against it. Penguin, Scarecrow, Hatter and Freeze. Were
they ALL wrong? Eddie said yes, of course they were, it’s not like it was that
unprecedented! Oswald was wrong when he thought Batman would never catch his
false trail on the Malay Penguin, Crane was wrong when he thought nobody knew
about him and Raven, Jervis—
“Is never wrong about these things,” Harvey pointed out.
“Which he makes up for being wrong about everything else!” Eddie wailed.
“He’s right, Jervis is never wrong about gossip,” Matt noted.
“He thought he could kill Batman and Robin with a giant cat head shooting lasers
out of its eyes!”
“That’s not gossip,” Matt insisted, pulling into the valet.
But Harvey had started to doubt. He had no doubts Bruce and Selina were getting
married, he’d seen her GeoSeek full of wedding vendors with his own eyes. But he
was starting to suspect…
“Nigma’s right,” he declared finally. “It’s a mistake. They’re engaged alright, but
the wedding can’t be happening today. Selina would have invited us. Bruce would
have too. Well, not you two. Selina would have invited all three of us, and Bruce just
us.”
“Selina is not getting married,” Eddie chanted. “Not getting married, not getting
married, not getting married. Enraged Timing Tort, Grenade Toting Trim, Angered
Grin Tom…tit…”
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He trailed off as his eyes narrowed on a splash of purple where no splash of purple
should be.
“If she’s not getting married here today, what’s the Catmobile doing here,” Matt
said, pointing to the unmistakable car as the valet drove it through the entrance of the
reserved parking garage.

“It’s not him.” The old rooftop gravel. All business, all Bat. “Not him.” That should
have been the end of it. The gnawing in my gut that began with the Batwing taking off
for Texas should have ended with those words. But Bruce was there with him, in the
same room, had shaken him down like any other thug…
The Pelacci-Marcuso wedding.
There was just no time to think about it. Batman—Bruce—my Bruce was there with
that Bane, the hemorrhoid in a hood, but there was no time to come to terms with any
of it because DefCon-1 had ground surveillance of this mob wedding to a halt, diverted
his attention elsewhere. And we were still at DefCon-1 until he’d confirmed there was
no identity exposure, so contact with anyone was verboten. Batman was still in
Texas… that meant there was only me, driving like mad to the Pelacci-Marcuso
wedding at the SoHo.
To do what, I didn’t know, but I gunned it anyway, down the FDR, across the 10th
Avenue Bridge, and all the way into the reception circle outside the Roff SoHo. I even
threw caution to the wind and entrusted that million-dollar, limited edition
Lamborghini to a valet who looked younger than Tim, and I raced inside.
To do what, I didn’t know… I just didn’t know.

The Ivory Dressing Salon, Roff SoHo.
Feel like the queen that you are on this, your special day, as your attendants wait on you like
royalty in our Ivory Dressing Salon. Vintage Hollywood mirrors and lighting imbue the
Maids’ Chamber with glamour and charm. Once your bridesmaids have attended to their own
dressing and make-up, they will join you in the inner Bridal Salon and tend to your every need
in an atmosphere of elegance and refinement…
Susannah was proud of herself. Every wedding has its little disaster, and what
separates a lady from a bridezilla is the way she handles it. She had carried off her
disaster without ever losing her cool. The bridesmaids had all checked in, found their
dresses delivered to their rooms, gone shopping in the arcade in the Roff lobby, gone to
the spa, and then changed for the rehearsal dinner. It wasn’t a dress rehearsal, and they
had a wild bachelorette party after. There was a certain hangover factor in the
morning, so none of them had unzipped their garment bags until an hour before the
ceremony was set to begin. None of the mini top hats had made it to the bridesmaids.
Instead there were these insipid satin headbands that made her bridesmaids look like
astronaut’s wives from The Right Stuff. Did Susannah throw a fit? No, she very calmly
told Daddy who told Uncle Tony who sent some men over to Louise to get them.
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Russo’s men Pollati and Biscotti were known as “Chicken and Biscuits” to their
associates, to the Keystone DA and certain divisions in the FBI. The latter was all they
were worried about today. They knew to expect a tail as they left the hotel, and they
were alert for the kinds of tells they were used to. They failed to noticed the hoarse
whispers coming from behind a trellis of greenery as they passed…
“Red, I don’t like this idea,” Harley hissed, pulling a bridesmaid’s dress on over her
street clothes and then removing her blouse, bra and skirt underneath. “Catty’s gonna
recognize me, and the other bridesmaids are gonna know I’m not one of them.”
“Relax,” Ivy said, ordering the living flowers on the sash to speed-grow their stems
and weave themselves into a corset. “As long as you’re wearing salmon-colored satin,
you can go in where we need you to be. Just don’t get too close to anybody, don’t talk
to anybody, and if you see Selina, run.”
One minute. She’d turned her back for one minute to help Harley make a prairie
oyster, and then to prevent her from tossing the doctored fear-toxined drink she was
replacing into the soil of a defenseless houseplant that just happened to be sitting in
the hallway. By the time she got back, some officious hotel staff had spirited away all
the bridesmaids’ dresses, shoes and hat boxes to this bridal barricade of a dressing
room.
“Catty’s got some fat friends,” Harley complained, looking down at the superfluous
fabric. “This thing is huge.”
“It’s probably for another wedding,” Ivy noted. “This place can host five or six in a
day. It’s practically a wedding factory.” Harley gave a dreamy sigh at that wonderful
thought, and Ivy gave the corset a hard yank to snap her out of it. “Just get in there
and make sure all our hard work isn’t wasted. We’ve kept the blossoms safe this long,
I’m not going to have those men opening a window and freezing them in the last
seconds before they bloom.”
“Yeah, okay,” Harley nodded. Catty did deserve not to have anything else go wrong
on her special day. It was such a shame the Post running that picture…

Selina Kyle stood near the concierge desk in the lobby, looking down at a Gotham
Post she held in her hand. She wore a tailored white suit that privileged brides of an
earlier generation might have worn to leave on their honeymoon. It positively
screamed Liz Taylor and Nicky Hilton, Rita Hayworth and Orson Welles, Grace Kelly
and Prince Rainier. And if the skirt was a little short to compliment the virginal
modesty implied by the cut and color, it more than made up for it showing off her
shapely legs. Her breasts were larger than they would appear if viewed objectively in
the mirror instead of through Matt Hagen’s eyes, but if his memory had prevented him
from reproducing Selina’s figure with pinpoint accuracy, the scowl with which she
regarded the Post cover would have fooled Selina herself.
“Goggles again,” she murmured. “Again-still-always with the goggles.” As soon as
Harvey joined her, she showed him the picture and continued, “They know it’s a
terrible costume design, that’s why they get them off my face at the first opportunity—
but they just won’t admit it’s a blunder and fix it. Look at this, the silly things have
rolled around the back and are hanging off the back of my neck—it looks like a bra,
doesn’t it?”
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Harvey looked at the picture and then at her.
“That’s not an observation a woman makes,” he noted blandly.
Selina’s scowl of disapproval sank into the frown of a disappointed actor receiving
an unwelcome note.
“But the rest was good, right?” she asked hopefully.
“Tits are too big,” Eddie said, joining them.
Selina-Matt looked down at the Post cover. “Looks pretty good to me,” s/he
remarked.
“Not there, THERE!” Eddie said, slapping away the paper and then waving halfheartedly at her chest.
The icy cat expression changed again, this time to an outraged diva.
“I cannot work under these conditions,” she said haughtily, and with that, she
stormed off.
“And there goes Bridezilla,” Jonathan Crane murmured as he watched from across
the lobby. P.O.’d at the Post, no surprise there. Nigma and Dent, her little pets,
rallying around for support. One of them was probably giving her away. That meant
taking them out of the picture would delay the ceremony.
He rubbed his hands together, wondering how to go about it. Fear was always
preferable, but hatting would be more predictable. Hatting was also harder to explain
later. Anyone might drink from a bowl of wedding punch, there was no reason for
Nigma or Dent to think it was a personal attack. But no one of their intelligence would
believe Jervis could drop a hat on their head without noticing whose face was
underneath it.
By sheer chance, at that moment, Jonathan Crane saw an ice sculpture being wheeled
into the ballroom. That was it! A blast of ice freezing a door shut, no way of knowing
who happened to be on the other side. Yes, that was it. Ice was the way to go.

-slakftw- -slakftw- -slakftw- Hard. Crisp. Rhythmic. -slakftw- The meaty squelch of
fist on concrete. -slakftw- The fleshy crunch of his knuckles on a wet concrete sack. slakftw- The first punching bag Bane ever knew. -slakftwSlow. Hard. Crisp. -slakftw- A mantra that blocked out the pain -slakftw- blocked
out the fire -slakftw- the fire in his knuckles -slakftw- not the fire that burned in his gut.
-slakftw- The Batman -slakftw- The Batman. -slakftw- Questioning him like a nobody.
-slakftw- Interrogating him like a thug. -slakftw- He was the man who broke Batman. slakftw- He was the man who BROKE Batman. -slakftw- Did anyone give him his
due? -slakftw- Did any of them give him his tribute? -slakftw- Those ‘rogues.’ -slakftw-slakftw- -slakftw- Was this what he was reduced to? Pity look-ins from Batman?
He said no one couldn’t take it away. -slakftw- His achievement. -slakftw- His
victory. -slakftw- But they had. -slakftw- They did. -slakftw- He was nothing. -slakftwHe was nobody. -slakftw- Less than feared. -slakftw- Less than hated. -slakftw- Less
than ridiculed. -slakftw- Forgotten. -slakftw- Forgotten. -slakftw- -slakftw- -slakftwThose rogues and their wounded pride. -slakftwHe broke the Batman. -slakftw- He owned the city. -slakftw- He owned them all. slakftw- And they treated him like garbage. -slakftw- Treated him like dirt. -slakftw67
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He broke the Batman. -slakftw- And they treated him like a puppy that pissed on the
carpet. -slakftw- He broke the Batman. -slakftwHe broke the Batman. -slakftwHe broke the Batman.

The Hudson Ballroom at Roff SoHo, Downtown Gotham’s finest wedding venue.
With its sophisticated muted-color palette, the Hudson Ballroom at Roff SoHo transforms
into the elegant fantasyscape of every bride’s dreams. With soaring 20-foot ceilings, floor-toceiling windows and 3,900 square feet of open space, the Hudson is perfect for your reception of
200 to 350 guests.
Ante-rooms ideal for the receiving line, display of gifts and wedding cake, or offer an elegant
specialty buffet of desserts and coffee after the meal.
“Harvey, listen to me,” Eddie pleaded. “Selina is not getting married here today.”
“That’s what I thought too,” Harvey said as he led Eddie into the alcove beside the
ballroom. “Until I peeked in here and saw this hysterical waiter heading out the other
door. At first I thought it was because he saw me, because of the…” he gestured to his
scars. “But then I see this.”
On the far table in a place of honor stood a magnificent 4-tiered wedding cake with
two batarangs wedged into the icing.
Eddie closed his eyes and shook his head. Harvey left as soon as the kitchen staff
came in, but Eddie continued to stand there as the experts diagnosed the damage. He
stood, shaking his head mutely as they determined that the ‘rangs could be carefully
removed, leaving only a small slice in the icing, and that could be turned to the wall
where no one would notice.
The bride, they all agreed, should not be informed.

Harley ran like mad down the corridor between the Ivory Salon and the Eternity
Courtyard, her one hand holding up as much of her skirt as she could, the other
holding a stolen veil several inches above her head in order to conceal her face without
risking mind-control contact with her scalp. All she had done was answer the door.
The bridesmaids had all gone in to help Selina, so Harley was free to enjoy the
beautiful dressing room. All the pearls and lace and white satin pillows, it wasn’t’ as
nice as her carnival wedding idea, but it really was very pretty. There was a knock at
the door, and since the bridesmaids were too far away to hear it—and very busy
anyway helping Catty—Harley answered it herself.
“A terrible mix-up with the hats,” Jervis began before noticing who he was talking
to. “But it’s all straightened out now-HARLEY?!” And then—and then—he got this
almost euphoric look on his face, and he grinned wider than anything Harley had ever
seen (Even on PUDDIN’!) and he said “Oh of course, you’d be one of her
bridesmaids!” Then, before she knew what was happening, there was this little black
top hat coming right at her head! So Harley pushed it back towards Jervis’s face as
hard as she could, punching him straight in the nose—through the hat. He started
yelling ‘NOSEBLEED-BOSEBLEED” because he was a bleeder, and… and… the
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bridesmaids and Catty were all coming out to see what the commotion was about…
Harley grabbed the veil and ran!
She rounded a corner and— “Oh excuse me.” —Screamed. She’d run right into
Eddie! Of course, Catty would never get married without inviting Eddie.
“Could I trouble you for a bapkib?” she heard Jervis asking someone around the
corner.
And if Jervis saw Eddie, he’d realize a hatted Edward Nigma could walk right up to
Bruce and Selina and do anything he wanted.
“Harley?!” Eddie blinked, “What the—”
“COME ON!” Harley screamed, grabbing Eddie’s wrist and dragging him along
after her.

Harvey Dent stood frozen in front of the sign outside the Hudson Ballroom. PelacciMarcuso. He thought he’d seen Chicken and Biscuits walking through the lobby earlier,
but it seemed impossible. But now—Pelacci-Marcuso, as in Falcone’s godson
Marcuso? Could it be? Chicken and Biscuits definitely meant it was that Pelacci. What
were the odds a mob family like that would be in Gotham marrying a different
Marcuso?
Before he could even think, the coin was in his hand.
Pelaccis. Macusos. Falcones.
“Hey, Harv,” he heard a familiar voice purr a split second before he felt the tap on
his shoulder.
Harvey turned and looked at Selina. Then his eyes flickered down to her chest.
“Better,” he said.
“Excuse me?” Selina said, her eyebrow shooting up.
“Shit, it’s you!” he jumped.
“Yes, it is,” she said gamely. “How about we take a little walk outside, Harvey. You
can tell me why you’ve got that coin in your hand.”
He took a long, longing look into the ballroom, his finger caressing the coin between
his fingers as the left side of his mouth curled slowly in a wicked, wistful half-smile. “I
think you know why,” he said finally.
“Let’s take a walk outside,” Selina repeated. “Breath of fresh air will do us good.”
He looked down at her—the woman he thought of as a kid sister—and slid the coin
back into his pocket.
“A short walk,” he said finally. “Half way around the block.”
“Twice around the block,” she countered—and Harvey laughed.

Enough. Eddie tried fourteen times to explain to Harley that they were trying to
‘save’ a wedding that was not happening. Selina was not getting married, Targeted
Mining Rot. Tormenting Tiger Ad. Danger Remit Toting.
At that very moment, who does Harley see—SELINA!
“Don’t be silly, Eddie, she’s right down there. See! Right beside Harvey, checking
out the banquet room.”
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Eddie massaged his brow, and Harley started blithering that Selina should be
dressed already, and what if Brucie saw her. She ran off in a panic, and then—and
then—the Selina that Eddie assumed was Matt Hagen was suddenly hugging Harvey.
Matt and Harvey would not hug.
That was really Selina.
That. Was. Really. Cold. It was awfully cold in here all of a sudden.
Eddie looked around, a part of his brain continuing to rail: Enough was enough. He’d
been a friend. He tried to warn her. She didn’t take his calls. She didn’t answer his texts. She
didn’t return his messages. Now she was down there hugging Harvey. He didn’t need this. He
did not… seem able to leave. He meant to, he moved his foot planning to storm out of
the hotel, but it seemed like something was wrong at his back and… GODDAMNIT!
His back belt loops were frozen onto a giant wedding bells ice sculpture!

Agents Pike, Folten, and Russel sat in their unmarked car across from the SoHo.
The Multi-jurisdictional Inter-agency Organized Crime Task Force Standard
Operating Procedure for Social Event Surveillance—or MUJU-IA-ORC SOP:SEV—was
explicit. After the initial penetration for the purpose of placing such surveillance
equipment as is specified in a warrant, agents were not authorized to enter, intervene
or interact in any way unless they had unambiguous evidence of gunfire within the
observation perimeter, explosions within the observation perimeter, reports of an
officer down within the observation perimeter, or if an arrest warrant arrived for
someone within the observation perimeter. Simply seeing a criminal enter the building
was not cause to do anything. There were a hundred and fifty criminals in there
already, that’s what they were there to observe. The fact that number one-hundred
and fifty-one turned out to be Two-Face did not, according to the MUJU-IA-ORC
SOP:SEV, mean anything.
When the total dropped back down to one-fifty because Edward Nigma, aka The
Riddler ran out of the premises without pants, Agent Pike wanted to go inside and take
a look. He was voted down while Nigma argued with the doorman—who he
apparently wanted to wade into traffic for him and hail him a cab. Folten chuckled
about that, and Russel even supplied some dialogue, when the argument was cut short
when a cab pulled into the valet circle on its own to drop a fair.
“Crisis averted for Mr. Riddler,” Russel joked… until they saw the fare getting out of
the cab before Edward Nigma got in.
“Is that who I think it is?” Fulton asked.
“Who else could it possibly be?” murmured Russel.
“Didn’t think Falcone had that kinda draw.”
“I’m going in,” Pike said definitely.
“Right behind you!”
In the short sprint across the street to the hotel door, Pike wondered if one should
stay behind and call it in to their superiors even though they were breaching protocol.
The thought broke off abruptly when the doorman failed to open the door for them.
He was looking up, so they too looked up… to see a man in formal tailcoat crawling
out a tenth floor window and shimmying along the ledge.
“Jesus, is that Marcuso?” Russel asked.
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“From the monkey suit, I’d say it’s the bridegroom,” the doorman noted.
“Anthony Marcusso is the—” Russel started to say, while his partners ran inside,
right into a cloud of floral and citrusy aromas. The odors were so strong, their eyes
clamped shut until a stream of stingy tears eased them open again. Through the
watery blur, an absolute goddess of leafy beauty stepped into focus.
“You boys look big and strong,” she said sweetly. “Come and help. One of the
doors is frozen shut on the hinges and I think the groom is stuck in there.”

The F/X driven action flicks that made up the bulk of Matt Hagen’s career didn’t
leave a lot of room for improvisation, so he enjoyed those rare occasions when he did
get to improvise. Having seen there was no Kyle-Wayne wedding listed on the hotel
events calendar, Matt realized immediately that Bruce and Selina must be using shield
names to hide from the paparazzi. That’s what you had to do when you were Bruce
Wayne-famous or Catwoman-famous. Matt understood that. It’s what he would have
done if he’d wanted to get married in secret back in his Hollywood days. But he also
understood that the hotel would be freezing out anyone who didn’t have the codeword
or know the shield names—so he’d assumed the identity of the one person nobody
would challenge: the bride!
But now he’d just seen Selina—overpowering some mafia hood holding a gun on
Scarecrow from the look of it—and Matt decided it was too risky to continue his
disguise as her. He improvised once again, switching to the one other person sure to
have unfettered access to all rooms and events connected to the Wayne-Kyle wedding:
Bruce Wayne himself.

The dress was perfect. Her hair was perfect. The veil was perfect. Susannah looked
in the mirror and saw perfect—but there was no one else to tell her so. All her
bridesmaids had left—Uncle Tony had finally called up from the lobby to say he got
the hats, they all left the suite to pick them up and never came back. So her mother
went down to look and then she never came back. Susannah’s foot began to tap in a
hyper triple-time rhythm as she hummed ‘Here Comes the Bride’ in her head a few
times, but then, at last, the knock came at the door. Susannah ran to answer it, thinking
it must be her father come to escort her to the Eternity Courtyard, but it was Uncle
Tony.
“FBI in the building, Sweetie. Your father can’t come up. But I’ll take you down in
the elevator and he found a nice little room where you can have a private talk before he
takes you down the aisle.”

Harley had made her way back to the Ivory Salon when she saw Selina was leaving!
Red might have said something snarky about all the virginal white and that veil
completely covering her face, but Harley thought she looked beautiful! She didn’t
recognize the big burly man escorting Selina. He was certainly too big to be Eddie, but
she couldn’t tell much more from the back. So she cut through a meeting room and
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circled back to get ahead of them on their way to the Eternity Courtyard, that way she
could see them coming and get a good look from the front. But then—OH NO!—as she
stepped into the hallway, she saw Bruce Wayne on his way down the hall.
HE WOULD SEE CATTY! ON THE DAY OF THE WEDDING! HE WOULD SEE
THE DRESS! THIS COULDN’T HAPPEN-THIS COULDN’T HAPPEN-THIS
COULDN’T HAPPEN!
“Banzai!” Harley cried, hurling herself forward to tackle Bruce at the waist.
“AAEEEH” Wayne cried.
“Cant’ see, can’t see!” Harley yelled, tearing into his lapels as if trying to yank his
jacket up to cover his face.
“AHHH” Wayne said again—because the tux was part of Matt Hagen’s disguise,
and the sensation of Harley’s fingers pulling at his clay wasn’t as appealing as it might
sound to non-shapeshifters. He grabbed at her arm, and they struggled, as the bride
and her burly escort walked on, failing to turn into the hallway as Harley expected. In
their place Selina, Ivy and Scarecrow appeared, Selina in the center, her arms
outstretched as wide as she could, holding each of the others by the scruff of the neck—
apparently trying to maximize the distance between them as they talked over each
other like cable news pundits.
“Harley?!” Matt-Bruce said, finally recognizing his wrestling buddy.
“See, I told you, they’re at it again!” said Scarecrow.
“Wayne!” said Ivy.
“Red!” said Harley.
“Selina!” said Bruce-Matt.
“Harley!”
“Ivy!”
“Scarecrow”
“Wayne!”
“Harley!”
“Matt!”
“Ivy!”
“Hagen!”
There was a slight pause as everyone became aware of a wooden creaking the
moment before the door was kicked to splinters and Joker stood in the opening.
“MEEE!”

Roff SoHo, Downtown Gotham’s finest wedding venue.
Why risk the elements when you can exchange your vows in The Eternal Courtyard, a
beautiful room of white and gold leaf. An aisle of ivory silk strewn with white petals. On either
side, arrangements of candles in white and gold, leading to the non-denominational altar under
a canopy of white silk or trellised arch. Then simply cross the lobby into the Hudson, SoHo, or
Gotham Ballroom…
With impeccable service, delectable catering and magnificent hotel rooms, your wedding at
Roff SoHo will be an affair your guests will never forget.
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An outrage. FBI agents covered in vines chasing down rabid penguins, Made Pelacci
soldiers incapacitated by fear gas, terrorized by hatted bridesmaids wielding fish
knives from the gift table. The harpist, the best man and the rings trapped behind a
wall of ice, and the Joker’s idiot girlfriend trying to ‘stall’ by singing “I’m so Excited”
while a hysterical pastry chef tried to melt them free with a creme brulee torch. It was
AN OUTRAGE… but at least it was over.
Eighty guests remained to see Joey Pelacci walk his daughter Susannah down the
aisle and leave her at the side of Anthony Marcuso. He gave the boy a wary look
before stepping away, then gave Carmine Falcone a withering glare of contempt.
Carmine ignored it. It wasn’t an ideal wedding, but there was triumph in it. The
guests who remained were the ones that mattered. They were the elite of the East and
Midwest Families and they were witnesses to the triumph of Roman Falcone, presiding
over a mob wedding besieged as only a Gotham mob wedding could be besieged.
“Dearly beloved,” Father Ercolani read, “We are gathered here today to join this man
and this woman in passionate bliss as he thrusts the throbbing arrowhead of his lovespear through the honeyed petals of womanhood into her quivering love pudding…”
“What the FUCK!” Anthony exploded, forgetting for the moment he was addressing
a priest.
Father Ercolani looked down at the page where several passages of a bodice ripper
had been substituted for his prepared text. (For as Joker would later explain, it really is
the perfect gift: Everyone gets a good laugh and remembers your special day forever—
HAHAHAHHAA!)
Father Ercolani’s eyes ran frantically down the page, skimming over a fair number of
throbbing members and moist velvet butterflies, until at last he saw a familiar phrase.
“If anyone here has an objection,” he read confidently, “to this man and this woman
being united in holy matrimony, let him bite down on a batarang and take it like a
man. Ha. Ha. Ha…”
He looked up with an air of infinite confusion, and Anthony Marcuso punched him
in the jaw.

Batman’s boot hadn’t touched Gotham soil. The automated systems in the Batwing
alerted him that the Bat-Signal was lit, so he made a wide arc over the river giving the
plane time to transition from jet to hover mode. Then he switched to autopilot,
switched to hover mode, and lowered the ladder.
Commissioner Muskelli was waiting, but his report was superfluous. From the OnePP roof, Batman could hear the sirens and see ambulance, squad cars and fire truck
heading down 7th Avenue towards the SoHo. Batman touched a control on his belt,
ordering the autopilot to recede the ladder and return the Batwing to its hangar. He
waved off Muskelli and fired a line, heading towards the SoHo.
The Spring Terrace at Roff SoHo, Downtown Gotham’s finest wedding venue.
Enjoy al fresco cocktails and delectable hors d’oeuvres on the Spring Terrace, your private
outdoor space overlooking the cityscape of downtown.
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“Of course, I came to give the bride away,” Joker declared gleefully. “This is as close
to a royal wedding as we’ll ever get in Rogue society, and the man who does the
honors is obviously Top Rogue HAHA—”
Harley’s lip began to quiver.
“—HAHAHA! Brucie understands that, why do you think he didn’t ask me to be
best man!”
Harley ran from the terrace, crying. In the doorway, she collided with Susannah
Pelacci who was running crying from the ballroom. They paused for a moment, looked
at each other, hugged in a moment of dashed-bridal-hopes-solidarity, resumed bawling
and each ran off in a different direction.
Inside, Carmine Falcone paced—four strides this way and four strides back—like a
hungry tiger in too-small a cage. “Enough,” he uttered in a menacing whisper.
Joey Pelacci chased after his daughter calling “Susie, we’ll fix it, we’ll fix all of it.”
He somehow missed her change in trajectory and wound up chasing after Harley.
“We’ll fix all of it, Baby, I promise,” he said, grabbing her by the shoulders, spinning
her around, and assuring her that the grinning clown who did this to her would be
slops at a pig farm by sunset—before realizing his mistake. He and Harley screamed
into each other’s faces before once again running off in different directions.
Four strides this way and four strides back… “Enough!” Carmine bellowed.
Three stories above, Batman looked down on the chaos with clenched teeth.
Scarecrow, Penguin, Freeze, Hatter, Ivy, Harley… Joker. “…Enough.”
Two time zones away, Bane rammed his fist into a cement punching bag.
“ENOUGH!” he roared, smashing it free of its moorings to burst its seams against the
wall.
One block away, Edward Nigma looked at the photo of Bruce and Selina smiling up
from the society page and ground his fist into the table. “Enough.”
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